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CINCHO-QUININE.
II NE holds ALL the important constituents of Pernoian Hark in their alkaloid condition. It contains ne

aitl of cchonine or sulphate of quinine, but cichoi e, qut nine, q ini ,te etc., without acid comb nations. It

7 four years since it was placed in the hands of physicians td the verdict in is favor is dcisive.
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BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO. (Successors to James R
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS, BOSTON, M

Aft,'r further eontinued trial of the
'ineho-Quinine, I can safely say that
t is a imuost excellent reimedy, The

sencie of cinchonism in its ise, it
'imrparatively pleam~ t tisteits cheap-

iess, with its fully equal tonie and an-
i-periodic qualities, nanke it an article
vhich nust coon be indispensable in
he list of renedies if every intelligent
hyseician-î--. A. BUTTERFIELD, M.D.,

fîlianapolie, lA.

I have been using the Cincho-Qui-
nine in "Y in intermittents

anl reimittents, and I think well of its

t believe it to be quite equal to the
uilphate, with al the advantages

which you claim for it.-J. C. Ross,

M.D., Lincolu, I.

I have used an ounce of Cincho-
Quinine in soue obstinate cases of
intermiiittent neuralgia and ague, and

arm happy tO state that it has thus fur
sustained in full the anticipation raised
by what you have claimned for it. Dr.
S. S. Cutter, if this city, has an exten-

sive general practice, and he informed
ue a few days ago that the Cincho.

Quinine was giving satisfaction.-J

II. iECH, Coldwater, Mich.

w e can now supply SUGAR-COAT-
ED CINCHO-QUININE PILLN of
three sizes, nauely, 1 grain, 2 grains,
antÀd 3 grains, in such quantities as are
wanted. They are placed in vials
holdinig 100 each. The price is about
one-half that of Quinine PUIs. Dse
the same.

. Nichols & Co.)
ASS.
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MOLLER'S
E~T NOfWEcGiN 0OD-4UtIv Oit.

DE BUSCHE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, say Othe very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes." 0AssoTTS SNIITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, ays. tr deasily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the otheroil are.' urD. RUDDoCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "We are glad to be able to give
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation." erod. MA RioN SIms, M. D., New York, says: "I have prescribed it almost daily, and hafereason to b" perfectly satisfied with it." 'DR. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil which 1fectly pure, and im every respect all that can be wished.

N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says : " It la remarkably free from impurities"

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK•d.
Scie Agents fcr United States adO"

MICROSCOPES.
JAMES W. QJEEN & CO.,

924 Chestnut-St., 601 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORE.

K EEP constantly in stoca, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be founldiohouse in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and Ob 0sby Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the exclusive Agents, for the United o<sof MEssRs. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock aIl the productions of these most eminent manufacturers.

10,000 PTLMIEP-AE OBJETS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.Address as above.

W E desire to call the attention of the Faculty to the following Analyses of Cincho-Quinine, from tome of theeminent Chemists. BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNsTLÂy<îlpWest Philadelphia, January 29, 1875. .fMussRs. BILLlNGS, CLAPP & CO.-GENTLEEN,-I have reoeived hy express a package marked, i7 5 d by'Sharples, January 22,1875," and containing a bottle of Cincho-Quinine with the label of James R. Nichols & C)., ChBoston, which I have tested, and have found it to contain QuININE, QUINIDINE, CINCHoNNI and CINCHONIDINE.
Yours respectfully, F. A. GENTIL

-_Professor of Chemistry and Minra
LARORATORY OF THE I UNIVERsITY OF C191

0
'

I hereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a Ctle of CinhoQuinine and btion I made a quantitative examination for QuIrNN, QUINIDINE and CINCiioNINE, and hereby certify that I 1OlI 'aikaloido ln Cinoho-Quinine. C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Ched

OLLEKS

Ori4 i l-1C
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4th edition; cloth, $4.25.
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BEARD & ROCKWELL'S MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ELECTRICITY.
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Cloth, $6.25; leather, $7.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second edition ; cloth, $4.50.

PARRISH'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, $5.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS; $1.50.
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Illustrated; $2.00.
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With 200 illustrations.

Volume 5 completing the work. Special Senses: Generation.
Cloth, $4.50.
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Publishers & Importers.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of D.ieulafoy.

It it alwvys possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid col etion without anv danger, whatever mnay be its seat or its natiseL i sae ningest thease Ne anes irmt d aost evere nmart of the body, into the Joints, he Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the IntesLgs an t'e ni atio 1 ean ap2irin, nc a great nimuber of observers a rn with me, that Ne have never seen coirsecutive accide1)1 i/i 0;1 /',venuittic- As6rrjî,,pIi. 21, 24. 

IlfsW E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparaîns for Aspiration, constructed upon the geo p van of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the fo rain, co eentsupnd e
of our ownF

1st. Means of changing the
an exhaust to a foree-pump, and tilnet
thereby enabling the operatoir n0ol y'
withdraw an abnoninal fluid, bU o<
jeet the cavity through the tU apneedle of the apparatus with o0eto induce bealthy action.- See
i'fn lsîiniîri5,n1. 276, 27.2nd ilThe eiOloyient in oir ap
No. 1, of a metal Serew Cap, fitt16is
neck of the reeciver supplied W1 th1apparatuis so seciirely that it a 1
forcel fromr its place by condese fl
while inje'ting, or accidentally're0ø
wle the receiver is in a state of
tor as pi.-ation stFim. 69. The Stopper and 3rd. The snbstitution for the r

Cocks sippliel with Ap- oilei silk valves of other aiarat/tt go
aratus No. 2. a kind indestructible both jioparailrfo. 

-ial.
4th. A siipfle and coniparativelY

NODMA & SURTfEFFpCivends c attachinen foîr cvaela
o oN. U contents of the stom ach, eq' d ,
Bed n bs d n OuSraTO superior, to an y i se iitiertO,m smenuirtaon partiulrs atlea ur heyrrators, by or tpihtr fannhar weith tie laîtest Europe:r and Ainrican ones, lead us to believ

;11 ciîîe ini îîîtut i riilî ai kat tlîey are superior to îlfiV. 
tue Dll is n ,i eliiiiaji r l) 1 ia, tt ltr har ssness oif the A spiratory PinnieLure ail its great suprii rity tRtion Urn, sI dcion of etratnglat!ed Hriai i s leti athltleol F'is. I has beVen uewith n recritntel

I tit Iii i [i lir, lIirie jti ni intî if[leriiia, iii Ascites, ilyilrnî Irrax, Ei Pnorra iiiiiîitlii rax', Efusins i iti 1 i i w~~<~Seruii, Puriuent and ileimatic Effsiions of the Kiee, lydrocele, Hylatidi Cysts, Abce.î ni tie LiVIet, sud iii various itrrCr

PRICES OF APPARATUS.
No 1. Air ti as îleseribed t 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel-platedil.. r er , iiitr -la itrs, cap ti;îei i tire s;te], Mitii tïiu NiClet î e ., il e asi'.. . .goldtlated A\spIiratorv Needles. together with the nrecessary No. 4. Stoi ls, Attaeh et, ai dsel.ed ad.atei r P 8tubie, stopcks, .. e., as shion 6i Fig. J, titted ii a ieat .cciia tirni Atilen, as.decribed, adapted to . u.ce, acomimmet with priited directions......... ........ 8 00 /' omp.r iren tN é- i l 2, i l.r (nii f. cti, , nd (reNo. 2. The aiie, withouit reeliver and witti roller stopper 70 " . the/ î J f</ of r ftn(Sec Fig. 69) to lit almîrost ani botle oI <quart caaeity or Ao Dieulafoy on Pneumatie Aspiration,s/>b.l fss, istead of screw-cap arpragemnt also with ae al ieciaft or P ua Asirtin p i...,.by. .directions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a6 l /ýïr l i.tt)/Jftifli t in/rieipr.io.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF.
Mt<ers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremront Street, BOSTOX.Bi. eu îr btiier tlelîrtiseiriiîi inr alterrate iiniirbersiof tlîis Jouîrnal.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

1 jIIE attention of the Medical profession t called to the great benetit that has been derived by those who have eineUessary to use the Abodominal Stpporter. 1 ts great use has been to those who are suffering from partial Pro 0 ,it, Uteri, Ante, or Retrovera.in of the Uterus, and in Leucorrhoea, depending on those defects : by renoving th cit qaickly cures the disnharge. p t r a also of urnikes t ervica to persons sufforing from a lax, or pendulous state drîdtunt aladiuigpreiaçrcy, it furnishes thre inuca ireoed support to the ildîe.A perineril P5
lalso be attacheîd to the Supporter when required. dut nr

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to thein as to its leand efficiency :
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto. D.ÀMcIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed. ; TorontoD.i Ilenwood, M.D., Hamilton.Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. U zin1 Oden, M.D., Toroto.Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. 1 Wrigt, M.D., Toronto.W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mrckelca, anilton.J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, lamilton.Dr. Laenry J. idley, ainlton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.W. Lavel, M.D., M Hinlston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.

. . Blakstok, M.D., H7lt0 dale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd,, Toronto.Il>RmIF, frons $7 to $10. Please send neasurenent around largest part of the hip8.MRS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West, Toronto«
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1, & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.
WOrJKS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOMERTON E., LONDON,

MANULACTUIERS OF

PURE OHEMICALS ANO ALL NEW MEDICINES.
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MGRSON'S
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MORSON'S
MORSON'S
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MORSON'S
M1ORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

S-PEC AL TIES-

PEPSINE PREPARATIONS. (The Original English Manufacturers.)

PEPSINE PORCI, Pure.
PEPSINE POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
PEPSINE WINE.
PEPSINE LOZENGES.
PEPSINE GLOBULES.
PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COI) LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATEI) WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)

N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)

CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.

Whd lsolesalean'tail by u Chemists and Dru ggists throughout the W<orld.

3SEPH DAVIDS & C(
CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
iosUS, CIEMJ-CALS, TR UNSES,

LURGICAI APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

OF DAvIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.
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Addres,

To the Registered Members of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario:T îl egistrar heîeby gives notice, that th Ontari

REGIITER for the year 1874 will, in a short tiie, be
ready for distribution, and will be sent free of cost to all
the Registered Members who have already paid tie annual
fee of $1 for the year 1874. It will also be sent free of cost
to those imsembers who have not already paid, as soon as the

Registrar receives the annual fee. The Registrar trusts the
above notice will be sufficient toi iisure the immediate pay-
ment of the fees, and distribution oif the REGIsTn to all the
Registered members of the profession. DR. PYNE,

Registrar, Toronto.

THE FISHERMEN'S

Memorial & fiecorU Book
'INESS THAT WIL PA ~ I$8 e1 a, 1 IVES you interesting facts relative to the fisheries.

g8 per day epursued in your own neigh Iow fish are caught, and where they are caught,
nsd is strictly honorable. Partiadars e, or olden time and modern time flshing, OFF HAND SKETCHES,

orth several dollars, that vill enable you to go to Bic. TRIPS' ýTATI8TICS OF THE FISHERIES, TALES OF NARRow

ce, v bi 'ent on rcceipt of fifty cents EscAPEs, FEARFUL GALsV, MARITIME PoETRY, and other mat-
b non it y c . ters of interest concerning this important iidustry. Very

J. LAT HAM & Co., handsomely illustrated with original engravings. Price $1
292 Washington St., Boston, Mass. in paper covers, $1,50 finely bound in cloth. Sent anywherc

on receipt of price. Agents wanted, to whom exclusive ter-
P AY.-gents wYanted f All classes ot work- ritory will be given. Liberal commissions. Write for par-

>rk Peole, f . ither s x. 3oun or old, make more ticulars PROCTOR BROS., Publishers,
. sîrarer Podt o ail sl ti.e than. • Cape Ann " Advertiser " Office,

re G. L 'IN 4ON & Co , portand. Maine, GLOUCESTER, MASS.

lemO,
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FOUGERA'S COMPOUND IODINISED
COD LIER OIL.

HIS preparation ha been in general use for the past twelve years, during which time it bas steadily gained inwith physicians, who have tested it and are aware of its prompt action. The immeasurable therapeutic super',of this oN oner ail other kinds of Cod Liver Oils sold in Europe or in this market, is due to the addition of IODABROMINE and PHOSPHORUS.
Each quart containg, in addition to the medicina constituents of the pure oil, 16 grains of lodine, 2 grains of Brot0aand 2 grains of Phophoru8, which render it therapeutically five times stronger than the richest Cod Liver Oil.Judging froni the ePerience of týe past, we may justly daim that, in a majority of the cases in which Cod LOil a prescribed, the COwOUND IODINISED COD LIVER OIL will be found vastly superior in efficacy to the POil, and that physicians will obtain the desired result in a much shorter time by the increased curative action of thiowhite in many cases they wir obtain favorable resuits, where the pure ou would fail entirely.W. add a few extracts from the iattering notices received from the editors of the Medical Press of the United SUe

From the ST. LOUIS MEDICAL REPORTER.
"We have pcr sona1y used Mr. Fougera's Compound Iodinised Cod Liver Oil, and can, from experience, pronou noes of the best articles cf the kind now in use."

From the DETROIT REVIEW OF MED. AND PHARM."W. eau speak meet sincerely in approval cf the elegant appearance and purity of Mr. Fougera's Aoprund JiniCod Liver Oit. Its increased medicinal power will commend it to all who are in need of such a remedy."I
From the N. Y. MEDICAL GAZETTE.

* The advantages claimed for Mr. E. Fougera's Cod Liver Oit are, that by reas2n f the addition cf 1odine, Br1Oand Phosporus, it is Thre efficacicus, and at the same time the stomach need not be disordered by an excessive arnoof til adnnistered. chis Oil was given to about eighty patients, in the out-door department of Bellevue Hospital, abo
thirty cf whomn were children, the remainder belonging chiefly te the department cf chient diseases. The opinion nO 1
physicians using it ic nearly unanimous to this effect: that the Oit je of a decided medicinal value; that, compared fordinary Cod Liver Oil, it appears to take effect more rapidly."

From the CINCINNATI LANCET AND OBSERVER.
We have used Fougera's Ced Liver Oil in the Dispensary of the Miami Medical College and in private p68with great satisfaction. The addition which Mr. Fougera makes of lodine, Bromine, &c., evidently increases the ei0 *cl

From the RICHMOND AND LOUISVILLE MED. JOURNAL.
hI Both in this State and in Virginia, private practitioners have been questioned, in regard to thei e uiencethis their epie uC tht his re ation, and the testimeny ,ha without exception, been extreFÀely favorable. The general belief is, that theia equalt any that in made, and that the btending, pharmaceuticall1 lodine, Bromine and Phosphorus with it, produoSmore sati sfactory results, than where good oil and some preparations cf iodine are given separately."

From the CANADA MEDICAL JOUNAL
"Huring made use of Fougera's Cod Liver Oil in several cases, it as .Npresed us as being cf really good ther8e68.cal value, being a uch more speedy in its action than the ordinary Cod Lver Oi . It seems appicble te all oase eCod Liver Oil is demanded; but, in our experience, it is of essential benefit in cases of spinal disease and rickets."E. FOUGERA & Co., Pharmacists, New York.

OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH
AND

FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS,
AND THE

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS
OF ENGLAD AND AMERICA.

By Special Appointmenst.

1 406 and 66 Strand, 54 Cornhill and 63 St. Paul's Churchyard,
LobDON, ENGLAND.

J. H. STEWARD'S NEW FIELD GLASS, " TE DuKE "as supplied to Sir Garnet Wolseley's Staff for the AshanteeExpedition-the finest Binocular now made.
SOLE MAKER of the celebrated "Lord Bury" Telescope, £3 10s.J. H. STEWARD'S £3 3s. EDUCATIONAL MICRoscoPE, complete in Cabinet, with set cf tree powers, 1, handlive box, stage forceps and tweezers, including " Half heurs with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester.ILLUSTRATED CATALO.UES, gratis, post-free, or on application toe the "Canada Lancet" office, where a sampln Of t11

Microscope may be seen.
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James 1. Foster's GEORGE TIENY&NN & O.,
PATENT UNION F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

RrTIFICIAL LIMBS, ( 67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YOR,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

A (Pat. Aug. 8 1865, and June 29,1369.) SURGICAL INSTRUM ENTS,
'laufactured by the only Patentee andDislocations and DeforMitieS,

o anufacturer in America (and perhaps the world) Latest Instruments for Local Anaesthesia, and for Applea-
't ar4 a*" &full length artificial leg, and they are acknow-

04 4 y al1 who have tried the various kinds, before pur- tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

g One Of them, to be the very best in u. Uterus, Uretbra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

eri Illustrated pamphlets, giving a view and full des- Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-
the of the LIMBS: also containing testimonials from

SA uave previousy tried the varDos kinds, sent Dreefori
Lyageto Instruments of aLl kinds made to order,

tionsto th e Laterr Nreu e.
JAMES A. FOSTER,

g 72 Griswold, cor. Larned-st., Detroit, Mich.
estnut-st 60 West 4th st.,

m.., ladOÏ;hia, Pa. Cinoinns ti, Ohio.

BURRINGTON'S
(DR. WADSWORTH'S)

UTERINE ELEVATOR.
1 simple and ractical of any Stem Pessary ever
ed; made of ndia Rubber, without lead, unirri
tey application, and unfailingly keeps the womb
al position. The first-class physicians in Provi-
UlInent practitioners in almost every State, highly
it. A pamphlet describing it, and testimonials of
ed Physicians, also Price List, sent on application.

H H BUJRRINGTON.

and the Latest Improvements an
Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED
BY THE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

American Exhibitors of Surgical Instrument&

CU TLER'S
POCKET INHALER

AND
Carbolate of I0dine Inhalants

. . ,
flsor Sole Proprietor, Providence, R. I. A REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

eale by dealers in Surgical Instruments generally eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten Up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of ail those diseases of

Microscope for Sale. the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is indorsed

by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to aIl

ý1t4'fD18PROFESSIONAL ACHROMATIC MICROS- desiriug an apparatus.

ARD'S PROE SIon AL bOA M IR e Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
E. It is Weil constructed, and hasl coarse and fine in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report

Otage Or Focussing, a Sliding Object Hoider to the oncludsaccompseshrdt
rr Ü Hyghenean Eye-Piece and Adjusting Concave "« On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its

frrt a Set Of Achromatic Object Glasses, giving three dif- purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual

, owers, and magnifying from 75 to 300 diameters, or means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried

i of tims superfical. A Live-Cage, for the examina- out in the execution."
Jin Aquatic or Transparent Objects, &c.; a pair of Ad- Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides

?or orceps, fitting into the stage, a pair of small Brass being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the

s44 Ë8 ad Glass Slides, ail titting into a Magohany Cabinet adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the

S rawer, with Rackwork for two dozen Objects, and person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
rk cOmpartment for Apparatus, &c., including a Standard time or place. Patented in the United States, England and

entitled " Half-Hours with the Microscope," by Canada. Over 50,000 nnw in use in this conutry.
Lankester, M.D., Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly

l e quite sufficient for ail ordinary investigation put up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra

r 00r i ddress bottles of Inhalant, 5Oc. Liberal discount to the trade.

.Lacet Office," Kept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our

"oronto L eOidescriptive circular, post-paid.

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

GALVANIC BATTERY Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

pROVED PORTABLE GALVANIC BATT'ERY'
PrranUfactured by Louis Drscher, New York, giving RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S., Eng., Fellow

: ly adSecondary current, with current breaker. cord A Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microscopy,
e$2ad aliances, all in perfect order, warranted. Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examuinations of Diseases and

«Ia reus Excreta of the body; also, of Toxicological conditions in connexion
" Lancet Office," with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils.

Toronto. Yorkville, Toronto.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Stret, Lo don, bag to call the attention of the Profesî'
genierally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and un3it
strength of which can be guaranteed.

SAVORY & MOORE'S
GENUI NE

PANCREATIC EMULSION AND PANCREATINE-
In Diseass whvre Wasting, LTois of f ii PoVer of D stio ' Asim itii oIn aie proiniitent symptOo,

Pancre'atic Emnilsion and Pancreatine arî th imott potint t Reindial Agiits.
Wlen Cod-Liver Oil tails to inci eaose weight or cen t he t rta by th Stomachi, the Panecr atie

tions are the onilv vinr dis wiich cati suppl its bi ! and tIve thi pow'r of dligstiing the OH!.
CAUTION.-" in iny practice I alcays use Mtvory d' Aoore's Pancc<rtic Eiulsion and Paincreaitiine Powdîler, and I

no con/idence in any other ford.-. DonetiL, M. D., (lRoston Merlicaul ndi u Journal.)

PANCREATISED COD-LIV-R OIL:
a reliable combination of Pancreatine with the Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.

PANCREATCINE WIN'E,For the Digestion of Cîîd-Liver Oil, P NRlidN) WFat, EnaUFooî0I
0,

Oi, id Fat, and Food genrally. The Vine and Cod-Liver Oil readily form an
when shaken together in eqial proportions.

PHOSPH<ORIZED COD-LIVER OIL.
The increased demand for this preparation since its introduction Iy Messrs. SAvoitv & MooRE six years ago,

seein to stanp it as an important theraIeutic renedy
PIIOSP H ORI7LD CO)-LIV E OIL WITII QUININE.

PHIOSPHOROUS PILLS-PURE-Of ail sizes and strengtis, noin-resinois and perfectly soluble. Most of the
tainty of operations experienced in the internai administration of Phosphorous, nay be traced to the use of OxYdl$
or Allotropic Phosphorous, preparations which are less active, and more un crtain.

PEPTODYN. the New Digestive,
Digests all kinds of Food-the Farinaceous, Fibrinous, and Oleiaginous : being a combination of the several ao
principles of the diwestive secretions, Peptic, Panereatic, &c.

Five grains of Peptodyn (Powder) digests-100 grains of Congulated Albumen, 100 grains ofFat, 100 grain oft
BEST F0D01 FOR INFANTS.

As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Russia. Feeding Intants on the best, i. e. the most nourisingq
easi/y dileitel Food, has recently occupied imluch of the att ntion of tîe Prfession, ani the fallaey and danger ofeiP
iny Starch, in the forî of Coin Flour and ot her hi*;h -smoil lii; tit, io >n eiertely pointed out. tie

This Food reseibles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, perfectly fulfilling its object, that of promo
the GROWTH and HEALTa of the Child.

DATURA TATULA for Asthma ,a
and Chronic Bronchitis. Recommended by the Profession as a reiedy of great power and usefulness iti cases of short a
difficult breathing, spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown by Savory and Moore, and prepared in ail forms for smoking
inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAM, CLARE & Co , anc Retail of the Principal Druggists in the Domfl"'0
and America.

Ozone~ enermtor.
Y this simpchep, adreliable proces, Ozone is generated in

tinud stre:n of* air, fit for inhalin, withit causing the irritatio of
the resp)iraitoýryorgan whih is ob)servei in Ozone generated by mean ate
electrie battteries. The prinitle utilized in this process is known to geli('
Ozone, andl as> ýuchi it will breognzed at onoe by chemnists and physiceble
it tcomplies with the' k nown Ozone tests, and ixydizes powerfullv all oxydilfare
moatters. whieh 'tut be eatsily test. The errative pîropuerties vof Ozone r
weil known, but te Itk t a realy, trustworthy a nd ehea r mode vif gefl%'enl-, tîndti aîpplying it ias limtiteu its us very iiuîih. This apparatus e6a

tv on(t test tit viirtte f izone or Ozonized air ts an antiseptic reniedt
tînd its usefulnes in iffections of the resip iratory organs. Th- apparO
prive ,SI0. C..D., will he sent by express, or, as May be directed ; for di
fueting purposes, for filling large rootms, meters, etc., the apparatus'is ma
order. Address,

CHAS. HORNBOSTe'
No. 56 (Rooi 26) BaoAnWay, NEW YORK.

Dr. T. A. HoFFMANN'S apparatus for making OZte largely for hygienic purposes and without irritating the îu 5
s the cheapest, best and nost available yet brouglt to my notice.

W. W. HALL, M-'New York, February, 1875.



PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OP LIST PRICES.

P=s W n o.) when it suits your convenience to order eluewhere and obsve.
4
.tou ter )a1on the lbel.

RELIABLE OFFICINAL

M*UGkA5-COATED PZLLIA
AND RECIPES OF EMINENT PHYSICIANS,

MMUrACTURED ki

W1E. 8. WA8#R S8SO

We claim for our SUGAI-CosDt Paus the indispensable qualitles, SOLUSILTY and
rs.RMANENCY. They are prepared of the purest materias, and you cean feel warranted lu

hrbeing perfectly reliable. Our method of sugar.coating pill avolds the necessy of dryingo hard as oL render them insoluble.

tu j0àWmI N3Mu A 23W z100BÂTT b3Cii.w l LXIS NlNUESDI ÂAiLIO4TI0U.

PIL LS.

ALOEEs-U. s. P.,.....
18 et ASSAF.

(Pv. Aloes so.. gr

ALOEB et NuC. VOMICA.
S Pv. Aloes Soc. 1 .

Err. Nn. Eom.,1"

alOi et MASTICE. (Lady Webster.){Pv. Soc. Alos.'

"Flor.Rs,

{Pv. Opit., . .
lpecac, 14 gr.

Pv. Soc. Aboes,

ocynth, . . .

A
0  

ET~IDA, Ur . . 1 gr...-...... .

CÂOEL,-..2 gis. .... ..-.-......
eEYOBOYAMUS.

,1 . g r.
IobINe-1gor . . . . . . . . -

"é Ehlet

Prce

§40

- PILLS.

FERM CARB. (Vailet's,).......•.
GAMBOGE COMP.

Pv.~~ 
. .

ge

GENTIA&N COMP.{Rxt5lentia, % gr.

Soc. Aloes,
Ferri. u«lEx.,Ext. Helleb. N.

IIOOPER.- Pv. Myrrh, .. .

" gim,J

HYDAGY-3 g.... . . ...
IPECAC et OPII.,-S3 gs. . . . . ..

<Irisin,,4 i.,
IRISIN Comp. 1.0 gr.

PODOPHYL et HYDRARG.
= VdP~lu f4 g. }
GRANULES.

AC. Arenions, 1-20, 10,1-50 grs......
CORROSIVE SUBLIMTE, 1-12,1-20, 1.40grs
EXT. Belladonna, Eng. 4 gr.......

" Ignati Am., 3 gr..........
6 Hyoecyamus. (Eng) gr.
" Nuc.Vom. gr. . . . . . .. ..

LEPTANDRIN, X gr. . . . . . . . . .
MERCUJRY, d., m . . . . . . . . . .

"i Red, 1-16gr. . . . .
PODOPHYLLIN, 1-10 gr. . . . . . . .

" x grA . . . . . . . 0. .
STRYCNqIA, 1-16, 1-20, 1-w 14 1-40, 1-..gg

• .. WAEIE R, PharMlical Chemist, Philadelphia.
DAa 8m,-You have submitted for my inspection varions samples of your8ugarCoatedPill.

h6Y6 exsmined them oarefully, and eau pronounce then both perfect sud ele il, I speak froth
> PQraonal knowledge of your character and ability, and I regard the lengi of your practiai

len lnmanmufcturing them ns a specialty, as the surest guaranty of their 0e4ee.
Yours, very re pctfulIŠ A . . A Laborsfey.

I .ow Profsessr ln Phila. College of harmsey4

SOLv sy DBUGGISTS THBOUGHOUT THE OO 2'.RY5
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RELIABLr, 0LUBLEJ, P"HIE-NTr

SnuG-CoATn PiLS,
OF THE UNITED STATES PHARMACOPcEIk,

And Recipes of Eminent Physicians.

PREPARED BY

WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.,
Dealers in Physicians' Supplies,

No. 154 North Third St.,
PI-IILADELPI:IIA.

4irWe claim for our SUGAPv.COATED PILLS the indispensable qualities,
SOLUBILITY AND PERMANENCY. They are prepared of the purest
materials, and you can feel warranted in their being perfectly reliable.
Our method . of Sugar-Coating Pills without the application • of heat, as
employed. by 'us only, avoids the necessity of drving so hard as to render
them insoluble.

Can be obtained of the following Wholesale Depots and from all the leading houses
throughout the couMtry:

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.
RUST BROS. & BIRD. Boston.
W H. BROWN & BRO., Baltimore.
THOMSEN, LILLY & CO., Baltimore.
W. S. MERRELL & CO., Cincinnati.
S. S. BURDSALL & CO., Cincinnati.
R. MACREADY & CO., Cincinnati.
S. E. SA MUELS, Columlus.
VAN SCHAACK, STEVENS & REID,

Chica .
W. Hl. MNW]
MEYER BRO
RICHARDSOIN
Z. F. CAS R
C. LANGL 'Y
H. F. MARSH
R. A. ROBINS
BALL & LYO
HARRIS & E

gigWheî
specify our

Lz

RERRY. WATSON & CO., Montreal, ean
A. KIEFER, Indianapolis, Indiana.
BROWNIN(G & SLOAN, Indianapolis, Id.
DR. 1H. BAER, Charleston, S. C.
W. N. Wl L KERsON & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
G. W. JiNES&CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LAWREC & WEICUSELBAU, sa-

vannah. Ga.
LEICH & LEMCKE, Evansville, Ind.
LILLY & PH ELA N. Evanlsville Ind.

FORD, St. ouis. FARRAND. W ILLIAMS & CO., Detroit.
S. & CO., St. Louis. W. H. GRAIHAiM & CW., Zanesville, Ohio.

& CO.. St. Louis. DR GEO. BLOCKSOM. Zanesville, Ohio.
LINE, Cleveland PURCELL. LADD & CO., Richmond, Va.

.C iSan Franelsco. LAUG JILIN BROS. & CO0.Wheeling, W. V.
Sanf'rancsco. J. S4. PERKINS & CO0., P>ortland, 31laine.

ON & CO., Louisvlle, Ky.. LANE & PAINE, Bochester.New York.
NS. New Orleans. C2. M. LYMAN & CO., Buftlo, New York.
WVING, Pittsburgh. NOYES BR).' & UTLERSt. Paul, Minn.

n it suits your convenience to order indirectly you will please
make. ( WARNER & CO)

BL' AL DLS&CC.Ue TK. T E TIbDE
XS. NwOlen.C.M ,"__-&C.-BlflNw ok



M E D ICIN A LA

0f Standard Strength, and from materials of the firet quality, in ALL THEIR

ARIUETY, with Labels, giving full directions for doses, formula, &O.

PJRICE -LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



PRIZE MEDAL OF THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.
Awarded Wx. R. War a & Co., for the superiority of their Omon, SUoAR-CoATE» Pau-.

A Lists with formula appended, comprising over .one hnndred and fifty varieties with those
OFfICiAL in the U. S. Pnarnacopia, are furnished when requested.

PIL: PHOSPHORUS COMP :-WARNER & CO.
Eaoh Containing

Phosphorus, one-hundredth grain.-Ext: Nux Vomica, one-fourth grain.
Price, 02.00 per 100.

Phosphorus is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the
brain and nervous system, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for diseases common to
them. Such as

Lapse of Memory, Softening of the Brain, Loss of Nerve Power,
Phthisis, Paralysis, and Impotency.

The pilular form has been deemed the most desirable for the administration of
Phosphorus. It is in a perfect state of Subdivision, as it is incorporated with Glycerine,
etc., in solution.

Dr. G. Dujardin Beaumetz, of the Hospital de la Pitie, Paris, concludes:-After an
elaborate study of the action of phosphorus in locomotor ataxia, that: 1. Phosphorus
appears to have a favorable influence in progressive locomotor ataxia. 2. Phosphorus
acts as an excitant and as a tonie to the nervous system. It returns to the nervoUs
tissue an indispensable clement. 3. The administration of phosphorus should be con-
meneed in small doses, one milligramme (about the 1-60th of a grain), and increased
gradually. The administration should cease when digestive troubles supervene.-BUl
letin General de Therapeutic, Jan. 15th, Feb. 291h, March 18th, 1868.

PIL: IODOFORM ET FERRI.-WARNER & CO.
A powerful general Toie and Alterative; valuable as a remedy in

SCROFULÂ, ANLIA, NEURALIA, CHLOROSIS, CONSUIPTION, &C.
We make special mention of these Pills of our manufacture, as the medical journal5

throughout the country contain contributions from reliable authors who have made Won-
derful cures after having used, without success, all other known remedies.

Each label bears the formula and doses.
Price, $2.50 per 100.

We give below a brief extract from a report of the Lohigh County Medical Society, as published
in the transactions of the Medical Society of Pennsylvania, June, 1868.

" Internally I gave quinine and iron, and a good nouirishing diet. Still I found great trouble ii
keeping up healthy granulations; they would become sluggish. I tried a number of alteratives, a
lodide of potassium and lime. Still the case progressed very slowly,until my attention waa
tracted to an article in the Medical and Surgical Reporter, on 'Iodolorm and Iron.' I at once con
einded to give this remedy a fair trial. I discontinue.1 all other constitutional treatment, and gave
three pille three Uies a day, manufactured by W. R. Warner & Co of Phila hia. i soon hd th
satisfaction of seeing a rapid improvement. The pain at once Ieft her Iim , wie
suffered continually; the granulations became more healthy and more abundant, and I ne ha
the satisfaction of seeing my patient engaging In all lier household duties. Not a v ae
disease istobe seen. The patient is anjoyingperfect health; is active aed lioely.

"Since I have treated two other cases, one of three and one of four years standing, with the
same good resuilt. I feel convinoçd of the efficacy of the remedy."

P. L. REICHARD, Chairman Sanitary CbN>sftee.
Sent by Mail, on receipt of Catalogue Priae.
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E OF EMPYEMA-FLUID DISCHARG-

BY EXPECTORATION-RECOVERY.

hy BERNARD McIVER, M. D., EDIN. &C., PEMBROKE,

ONT.

mediately afterwards the patient appeared to

revive. During the 24 succeeding hours the

coughing was frequent and the discharge consider

able each time ; there was very little pain, the

purulent matter diminished but was more fluid.

He now became conscious; the pulse increased

in strength slowly, and a sensation of warmth

came over the whole body. He was now able to

drink and take a little nourishment. From this

time he improved daily, but expectoration con-

tinued for a month from its commencement. In

the meantime his condition improved, his strength

increased, pulse became full and regular and within

a month he was able to attend to his former calling.

The great difficulty to overcome in this case was

On the first of December last I was requested the general anasarca-no part of the body being
to see a young man said to be dangerously ill. He exempted. This fortunately, however, soon gave
had been under the care of one of our physicians way to flesh brushing, and tonics freely adminis-
here for a considerable time previous, who did tered and the young man is now in very good health.

everYthing in bis power to prevent that which

rnust have appeared to him a premature death ; but
u sPite of bis best and most assiduous endeavours, SEVERE RAILWAY ACCIDENT, LOSS OF

his patient was hourly growing worse till " coma" BOTH ARMS AND DISLOCATION OF
set in, as I was told, and at this stage with no hope THE HIP.

O recovery, further attendance ceased. Some BY R. G. BAXTER, M. D., MONCTON, N. B.

ays afterwards I saw the poor fellow. He was

lYng stretched at full length as if dead ; skin I was called on the evening of the 18th inst., to

covered with a cold and clammy perspiration; no visit Alex. McA., section man, aged 35, who had

Perceptible pulse ; breathing scarcely audible ; received a severe railway injury.

general anasarca ; no appearance of vitality remain- The accident occurred near the station, the

'g beyond the opening and closing of the eyes man being engaged at the time, in a stooped

'lowl1 now and then. This extraordinary condi- position, driving a spike on the inside of the rail
tion Of the patient I soon discovered to be owing The Halifax Express train was approaching rapidly
to a large collection of purulent matter within the on another track ; bis attention being so occupied

"vity of the pleura filling it to distention, especial- with the coming train and the driving of the spike
1Y the left side, which pressed against the heart he did not hear the shunting engine which was

producing obstruction to the circulation of blood approaching him, tender first, from the rear.
and the consequent results already mentioned. I The tender struck him about the middle of the
felt that if this accumulated fluid could be got rid left thigh, throwing him down with his arms extend-

Of by tapping the chest, 'or by expectoration the ing over the rail, and the truck passed over bis
Patient might possibly survive ; but from inability right arm a short distance below the shoulder, and
o swallow it was impossible to use those means the left was smashed from the hand to the elbow,
8enerally employed to excite and promote ex- fracturing the humerus in several places above
Pectoration. In this life and death struggle the that joint ; the skin was taken off the right side of

thought Occurred to me to try inhalation. I applied the face and temple, it is supposed by the wheel

mthe mouth and nostrils spts. ammoniæ partially pressing it aside and scraping past. The engine
diluted. In a few seconds violent and convulsive having no train attached, was immediately stopped,
coughing ensued and almost instantaneously about and the man withdrawn and carried to bis home
a quart of mucilaginous, ropy, purulent matter was on a sleigh, about 300 yards distant, where I saw

coughed up, of a most offensive character. Im- him almost immediately. He was conscious, and
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only bleeding slightly. Complained of some pain the fact that abduction could not be carried fartl'
in his mangled arm, and slightly of his left leg, than on a line with the body, although all the pae
referring all the pain to the bruised spot about the produced by such an attempt was referred to the
middle of the thigh. He was already suffering bruised spot on the thigh, I was induced tO hve
considerably from collapse, and would with diffi- resort to measurements. On the injured side, fro
culty swallow a little brandy and water. The fiust the ant. sup. spine of the ilium to the inner
sound of the heart was scarcely audible, and beat- condyle measured 18 r• inches ; on the uninjureding 135 per minute. side 19f4. It was also demonstrated by measUre

Amputation being necessary, I sent for Dr. Ross ment that the great trochanter on the injured Side
who kindly assisted me in the operation, which, was one inch farther from the ant. sup. spile o
notwithstanding the weak condition of the patient, the ilium than its fellow of the opposite side.we decided to do immediately. March 24th.-One week after the injurY, the

The patient was etherized, and both arms patient having gained considerable strength and
removed a short distance below the shoulder, by doing well in every respect, we decided to redUCe
the usual flap operation. the luxation. The shortening is now 1 inches.

We were careful not to allow any bleeding, and The patient being again etherized we proceede
the operation was done and the flaps brought to reduce the dislocation by manipulation.together by silver sutures, in about twenty minutes Dr. Ross taking his post at the hip gave rnatera
from the time the first incision was made. Ether assistance by following the course of the head 0
was removed some moments before the operation the bone, and reporting its precise locatiOi at
was complete, and after vomiting once, he began different stages of the operation, and assisting to
to take a little brandy and water, and after a short guide it towards the acetabulum.
time thin gruel and milk, which was very carefully The reduction was accomplished without the
given by Mr. F. Oulten, medical student, till four least difficulty, the head going into its place with S
o'clock next morning, when the patient began to snap, and the normal measurements restored.rally. The stumps were then bandaged and dressed The following features in the above case
with lint saturated with a mixture of carbolic acid thought were sufficiently interesting and instructive
and oil to be worth noting:-

But the most peculiar and interesting feature of 1st. The perfect and rapid manner in which the
the case, was the dislocation of the hip into the patient has rallied from so severe an injury andsciatic notch, and which was done, without doubt, operation, which, I think, is principally owing toby the first blow of the engine as it came in contact the care taken to prevent any loss of blood, and
with the thigh while in the position above dis- the thorough and careful manner in which stinl'
cribed. This injury was not examined carefully lants and food were given after the operation.until two days after the accident, during which 2nd. The unusual amount of mobility in the
time there was no complaint made of pain in the dislocated member.
limb, except slight soreness on pressure where he 3rd. The total absence of pain as a result of the
was struck on the thigh. He could move. the displacement.
limb without assistance and with apparent ease in -_ --
all directions except outwards ; in this direction
he could not get it farther than on a line with the CASE 0F TRAUMATIC TETANUS-
upper part of the body. Flexion, complete extension
and adduction were perfect ; there was little or no
visible deformity at the hip. While the ex4mina-
tion of the parts was going on, the patient per- W. J. KSt. 27. married, farmer, received
sistently declared that there was nothing wrong lacerated wound on the sole of foot Nov. 4,
with the hip, and woâld perform the above move- Ai the structures entering into the formation of the
ments as his proof. The limb, however, when left sole of the foot were removed leaving the metatar
to assume the easiest posture, would be found sal bones exposed, and the littie toe so comminutedsemi-flexedAand slightly adducted; this together with that I was obliged to amputate it. Applied wate'.
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evsing, and ordered Pulv. opii. gr.i, as often as the

rty0 f the pain demanded. Saw patient daily, and
011 fe 2nd day after the injury, substituted carbolic

or the water dressing. Patient progressed
urably until night of 9 th, when he had profuse

and dreamed that "rats were gnawing his
IOth. 10 a. m. pulse 74, weak. Temperature

el Foot gives no trouble and is looking
beaîthy.

1tth. Io a. m. Condition unchanged since ves-
day Foot looks healthy; granulating nicely.
a p. In. Feels slight stiffness in jaws, pulse 72.

e 1'0o F. Urine highly acid. Face expres-

0f fear. Ordered pot. bromide in full doses as
no chloral hydrate. Ice to spine. Eggs

and brandy.

nP. , jaws fixed, profuse sweats, pains extend-
gllto the thorax, and spasms of the voluntary

scles coming on every five minutes. Patient
s8 lept a few hours.

Op P . Jaws as they were.
to P'Sthotonos ; spasms every minute. Attempts

4allow bring on intense suffering. Cut down
ret , anId divided the the post. tibial nerve. Spasms

red as before.
ished to amputate the limb when I saw that

but n of the nerve had no effect on the spasms,ut the friends of the patient objected.
og1lSe 72. Temp. 104. Gave brandy and tinct.

the Per rectum; chloroform inhalations checked
ePasMs but they returned violently after the in-

ce Passed off. Profuse sweats during the day
fre ight Spasms became more and more

ent and death took place at 4 a. m.

OLL~GE
OF PHYSICIANS AND
GEONS, ONTARIO.

SUR-

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS, 1875.

orted by N. A. Powell, M. D., Cobourg.)

àMEDICA AND SANITARY SCIENCE.-DR.

BERRYMAN.

1te t the physiological action of astringents;
itionr therapeutical action in disease by illus-
2. ing some agents and their doses ?

e cA re there any agents, and what are they, by which
dy ? Enfluence chemically the temperature of the

ier-Plain this, and write a prescription as a

3. What is the physiological action of phos-
phorus, and in what diseased conditions and doses
is it used?

4. What causes may inducespontaneous ptyalism
and how would it be diagnosed from the specific
effects of mercury ?

5. What is the physiological action 9 f opium?
Give the dose for therapeutical application with its
indications and contra-indications in disease ?

6. What is the composition of Tartar Emetic,
and what doses would you give in the first stage of
pneumonia, or to a child one year old at intervals
of two hours ?

7. Write a prescription for a terebinthinate mix-
ture in a supposed case of Chronic Bronchitis.

8. How, whence and from what source have we
croton oil ? Give its physiological action ?

9. How do you explain the action of quinine in
intermittent fever ?

i. What are the major duties of heads of
municipalities in regard to sanitary precautions ?
Explain them?

2. What are some of the most prominent in-
fluences of climate in disease, and explain in con-
nection therewith the system of quarantine ?

3. What is the quantity of air inhaled by a
healthy adult per minute and what may modify it
in the various conditions of life ?

4. What are the various sources of contamina-
tion of the atmosphere both within and without our
dwellings, and what are the diseases usually con-
tracted from such contamination ?

5. In connection with the ventilation of public
buildings explain the action of the ventilating fan ?

6. What are the various modes of filtering water
both for general city purposes, and for private
dwellings ?

7. What are the best deodorizers for deposited
fæcal matter and explain their action ?

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
-DR. W. CLARK.

I. Give the diagnostic symptoms of scirrhus
of the stomach, and state how it is to be distin-
guished from chronic gastritis, gastric ulcer and
other cognate affections of the stomach ?

2. Give the appearances of, and the modes of
detecting blood in the urine, also how we are to
determine whether it comes from the kidney,
bladder, urethra or vagina ? Name some of the
causes that may give rise to hematuria ?

3. Give the symptoms by which we can dis-
criminate between acute mania, delirium tremens
and acute meningitis ?

4. Give the diagnostic symptoms of epilepsy
and state how it is to be distinguished from
apoplexy, chorea, hysteria and sunstroke?
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i. Give the definition of mania, mono-

mania, dementia and idiocy, with the distinctive
symptoms and characters of each ?

2. Give the, symptoms and post mortem appear-
ances of chronic poisoning by tartar emetic i
Give the test for its detection ?

3. At what period after an early abortion will we
be able to detect any signs of a recent delivery
both in the living and dead subject ? also the
symptoms and signs of a more remote delivery ?

4. In poisoning by strychnia state what would be
considered a fatal dose ? How socn after its
administration does death usually take place ? State
the appearances of the body after death, and give
the test for the detection of the poison ?

CHEMISTRY THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL-DR. D.
CLARK.

i. Describe the graduations of the different
thermometers, and state how the degrees of one
may be changed into those of another?

2. What significations are attached to the ter-
minations ides, ites and ates? Illustrate by any
of the alkali compounds?

3. Explain what is meant by angles of incidence
and refraction of light, and show by a diagram how
the ratio of the sines of these angles is constant?

4. Write in full the symbols and formule of
the following, namely : Lunar Caustic, Aqua Regia,
White Vitriol, Common Aluin, Cream of Tartar,
Tartar Emetic, Oxalic Acid, Strychnia, and Urea ?

5. What are the acids produced from wine,
wood, milk and potato alcohols respectively ?
Give their acidulous radicals ?

6. How is chloroform produced from alcohol ?
Illustrate the steps of the process by equations or
diagrams ? , t

7. Enumeratethedifferentconstituentsofhealthy
urine and state the characteristic morbid changes
which take place in Diabetes and Bright's Disease ?
Show wherein the abnormal substances differ from
one another in chemical composition ?

i. Describe what is meant by the group
tests? Mention those usually employed in the
analysis of bases, and state a general method by
which the metal of a single salt in a solution can
be detected ?

2. Sketch a reliable process for the separation
of alkaloids from organic mixtures ?

3. What methods should be adopted, and what
reactions would be expected in testing for Arsenite
of Potash, Mercuric Chloride, Cyanide of Potassium
and Opium?

4. What are the îdulterations commonly found
in Sulphate of Quinine, Iodide of Potassium, and
Chloroform ? How may each be detected ?

5. Give the synopsis of a plan for the chemical
examination of, and tests for, human blood ?

MEDICINE AND MEDICAL PATHOLOGY-DR.

.. Intussusception ; What portion Of e
alimentary canal is most liable to be affecteô?
Give prognosis, symptoms, treatment and com1pîe
tions likely to be met with in, or confounded iwit"
this disease ?

2. State the difference of temperature betWe
cases of phthisis and pneumonia, and also state
never faillng test in the existence of the latter
ease, with the method of recognising it ?

3. Describe Lepra Psoriasis and give the varOUi
methods of treatment in the different forms ?

4. Enumerate the cerebral disorders in Whc
the osseous system is liable to be affected, and i
the etiology of at least two?

5. Give the pathology of Leucocythemia?
6. Name the various diseases of the kidneY 1e

which albumen is present in the urine ? Give the
specific gravity ? Describe the appearance of the
kidney in each case, and give your prognosis in all?

7. Give the various forms of dilatation of the
heart ? What are the physical symptoms a1d
what would you expect to learn from auscultatioo
and percussion ?

8. Typhoid fever; its pathology, symptoms and
treatment ?
ANATOMY, DESCRIPTIVE AND SURGICAL-DR. Ro01EI

SON.
r. Describe the internal surface of the ilitI0
2. Describe the orbits, giving the name and P

of each bone forming their walls and their positioW!
in the walls ? Give the name and situation Of
the openings communicating with each orbit a
state what passes through each opening ?

3. In what joints are there interarticular ft
cartilages ? Describe them individually ?

4. How are the intermuscular spaces at the
axillary border of the scapula bounded ? State
what passes through each space? -

5. Give the relations and describe the branches
of the second portion of the axillary artery? Of6. Give the nervous supply of all the muscles
the lower limb between the knee and ankle ?

7. Describe the cecum and give its relations?

i. Where can the œsophagus be opened ? es'
cribe the operation ?

2. In fracture of the clavicle, at the middle'
what is the nature of the displacement and what
produces it ? What is the nature of the displace'
ment when at the acromial end, and what, when
near the sternal end ?

3. In cleft palate what causes reti action Of the
the edges of the fissure, and how may this retractio!
be overcome ?

4. If you decide to ligate for aneurism Of the
axillary artery, what point would you select ? Gve
your reasons, describe the operation and state what
circumstances may complicate it ?
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sÙRGERy AND SURGICAL PATHOLOGY-DR. AIKINS. difference between those of the Sympathetic and of

thj. Amputation through the upper third o the Cerebro-spinal systems,andmentiontheprinciple
.eA Ought to be made at once ; erysipelas modes of peripheral termination.

ds vryPrevalent in the neighborhood. State i 7. The crystalline lens; describe position and

taYoUr treatment of the case ? connection, and explain how vision is adjusted to
2. After the extraction of a tooth, the lancing of varying distances.

a cabscess or a gum, or after any accidental wound ToxICOLOGY AND BOTANY-DR. MUIR.
i Ontinuous oozing of blood may ensue. What
th th condition of system causing it, and what is i. Mention the principle narcotic poisons.

e treatment for each of the above ? Give symptoms and treatment.

b 3. A contusion over the tibia is soon followed 1 2. How would you determine whether a case
Y Severe continuous and deeply seated pain, was spontaneous apoplexy or alcoholic poisoning ?

Welhng and redness with well marked febrile Give treatment in the latter instance.

ptors. State your dignosis, prognosis and 3. What are the symptoms of Arsenical poison-
treattnent ? ing, and what would you do to relieve the patient ?

4. Treat an oblique fracture of the shaft of the 4. In a case of over-dose of strychnia what

bderus, with shortening, in a patient who lies in features would be present and how would you treat
at night and walks about by day. them ?

5. Diagnose and treat Hydrocele in a colored 5. What condition would lead you to infer that
an. a patient was suffering from chronic lead poison-

ing ? Give treatment.
What is the condition of the vessels, nerves o6. Specify the tests you would employ in a case

a.hithe cossuesinanditnf prth vesels, ne s of suspected poisoning from oxalic acid, and on
other tissues in an inflamed part ? State what verification state the course you would pursue.

%y be observed in the con luct of the blood cor-
Plscles in the minute vessels of the part.

2. State the modes by which wounds heal ? i. State the distinguishing features of a natural

3. In what ways may cancer growths extend ? and an artifical system.
Wt1~ d the anther contain which is essenti-

MIDWIFERY-DR. LAVELL.
j I- What circumstances contraindicate the use

E rgotj?
0fa. What are the dangers, and give the treatment

Uterine inertia in the second stage of labor ?
3. What is podalic version ? When is it indi-

ed dand State minutely how it slbould be perform-

4. Give the symptoms and treatment of accidental
4rorrhage ?

PHYSIOLOGY-DR. EDWARDS.

th1 escribe the structure of the lungs from
t trachea downwards, and state the changes which

rai and blood respectively undergo during res-

ta What are the rythmical contractions and dila-
ttIs of the heart called ? Name and give the

POSntOfl of the valves. Describe and give the
Causes of the sounds of the heart.

jt' Mention the constituents of Saliva, Gastric
1ce and Bile

o4- State the*normal temperature of an adult and
eda new born child. How is animal heat produc-

ad naintained ?
5 bescribe the mucous membrane of the tongue

sta explain the effect of division, in separate in-
1 ces, of the Glosso-Pharyngeal, Gustatory and
po-Glossal nerves.
6e Classify nerves according to their function,

ibe the structure of nerve fibres. State tht

2. ai oe %

al to the perpetuation of the plant ?
3. State the difference between Phenogamia

and Cryptogamia.
4. Specify the order in which each of the follow-

ing plants is found, viz:-Podophyllum Peltatum,
Aconitum Napellus, Arnica Montana, Cimcifuga
Racemosa, Erigeron Canadensis, and Veratrum
Viride.

5. What is the difference between Epiphytes
and Parasites.

go5itSpondtatt.

CASE OF PARAPHYMOSIS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-As the following rather severe case of

paraphymosis terminated so satisfactorily and suc-

cessfully without an operatjon I send it for inser-

tion in the LANCET.
The case occurred in a child about 4 years of

age. His father had discovered it the day previous

to my visit, and as it was getting worse he called

me to see him. The prepuce presented the

appearance of two inflamed sacs, one on each side

of the glans penis posterior to the corona; the

frenum was enlarged to the size of a cherry. The

upper portion of the prepuce was like a thin
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epithelium over an inflamed surface stretching
behind the glans, connecting the two lateral
swollen portions. The penis was much enlarged,
elongated and contorted, having a sigmoid flexure,
the convexity being upwards, with the glans tilted
up. I wished to avoid the useof the knife if possible.
I endeavoured to reduce it by pressure of the
glans between the thumb and finger but failed. I
then placed the boy on a bed and directed his
father to pour from a basin a continuous stream of
cold water about the thickness of a goose quill upon
the prepuce and glans, at the saine time com-
pressing the glans with the thumb and index
finger; meanwhile the swelling began gradually to
diminish and the inflamed appearance to subside.
After about twenty minutes patient manipulation
and pouring of the water I was able to remove the
glans penis within the prepuce. The penis now
presented its normal appearance, and the case
required no after treatment.

Old Montrose, April 9, 1875.
H. MILLS.

PUBLIC PROSECUTORS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SI,-As one who is anxious to see our noble
profession receive that respect to which it is entitled
and have its standing elevated, I beg leave as one
of its humble representatives froni the east of the
Province of Ontario, to endorse the suggestions
of your previous correspondents, upon the ap-
pointment by the Medical Council of Public Pro-
secutors, who would assist us in enforcing the law
and in bringing to justice unqualified practitioners
and would-be doctors, and thus wipe out quackery
and imposition.

Without this being done our Medical law I fear
will be a dead letter, as individual physicians do
not seem disposed to undertake the responsibility,
and the reasons, I am sure are well known to the
profession in general.

It is bad enough to be annoyed and deprived of
a good part of our honest rights without having
every Tom, Dick or Harry who is bold enough to
assume the title to be styled doctor, because he
may have been a "seventh son," or born as the
saying is " feet first," let alone the half-educated
and plucked of the colleges. We may well

say with Bacon, " where ignorance is bliss 'tis foa»>
to be wise."

I will only add that if the other counties o
Ontario are blessed (cursed) with as many emPirid
as we are, that it will well repay a prosecutor for
each Territorial Division for a considerable title
to come, as I believe he would be duly entitled to
all fines imposed. That the Council will, at its
next session, give the matter its- earnest consider-
ation, is, I am sure, the wish of the mass of the
profession and also of your humble servant.

April 14th, 1875. JUsTITI

TRAINED NURSES.

To the Editor of the CANADA LAxCET.

SIR,-I was much pleased with the remarks in the
"Liberal" a few weeks ago on the necessity Of
having good nurses in cases of sickness. After al-
luding to the different institutions already establish-
ed in England, Germany, the United States and
elsewhere, for the especial purpose of trainillg
nurses, the editor asks, " Why should we not have
one or more institutions of this kind in Canada?"
I wish to call attention to the fact that there is al-
ready an excellent establishment of the kind in St.
Catharines, Ontario - " The Gasparin Trainilg
School and Nurses Home," under the superintell-
dence of 'Miss Money, in connection with the
general hospital there. About two months ago
he scarlet fever made its appearance in " The
Canadian Literary Institute " here. The authOri
ies evinced great anxiety that there should be
)rovided, good and efficient nurses to take care Of
he sick. I telegraphed to Dr. Mack, and twc
iurses were immediately sent from the Home, 0 e
or the male and one for the female department Of
he Institute. They proved to be throughout the
ndemic of the greatest comfort to us in this tryifng
ime. On leaving after their services were Il
onger required, I am sure they carried with thern
he entire approbation of all with whom they were
ngaged. I can testify that they were eminentlY
ficient, and invariably kind and zealous in the
ischarge of their duties. In no case are the
nergies of nurses more severely taxed than in a
endance on scarlet fever patients.

Yours truly,
JOHN TURQUAND

Medical Attendant.
Voodstock March 31st. 1875.
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DMI4 AN MEDICAL MUTUAL BENEFIT have to feel towards our brethren that it was doled

ASSOCIATION. out to us as a charitable pittance, and to the outside
world that such is the result of the efforts of a life-

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET. time spent in unremitted and unrequited toil.

As a member of the Canadian Medical The Association furnished every qualified practi-
Ilt4a1 Benefit Association, and feeling an interest tioner with a blank form of application, and while

a welfare, I wish to draw the atuention of the we are pleased with the readiness with which a good
bers of the profession who are still without its number promptly filled up and returned them, still

o the fact, that it is a real live institution, and there are many others from whom we have yet to

s tiemnbers are sparing no pains to insure its hear, and probably in most cases from indifference.
deseTo such we would urge that you give the matter

0t i destined to supply a much felt need, and your earnest attention and forward your applica-

o be the means of drawing the profession tions.

8 ther in one strong bond of unity; and we Yours truly,
' feel a common interest in supporting and A MEMRER.

l ng up an institution which in its way is
keiy t o be productive of so much benefit.

1One applicant expresses himself " he does not ADDRESS
thk it has come into existence one moment too
%rJo, as especially in the outlying sections of the To te Medical Electors of King's and Queen's

country the medical men cannot hope to provide a Division:

p"retency for those depending upon them, in casethey GENTLEMEN-In compliance with the wlshes o
tie Were suddenly taken away, and the organiza- many of my professional brethren, I have been in

Presents an opportunity which should render duced to offer myself as a candidate for the hono
Sofesion in general grateful to its originators. "

fled w g toth nelysetle ditrctstoof representing you in the Medical Council or1 need we go to the newly settled districts to Ontario.
tembers of the profession who need the bene- O ro.

the Association affords, as is evidenced by the Should I be successful at the election to be hel

£kt that an appeal is about to be made to al the in June next, I shall, to the best of my ability, en

e practitioners of Ontario, to raise a fund to deavour to promote the interests of the professio

ef the straitened circumstances of the family by carrying out the provisions of the Medical Act

hlate Dr. Lizars of Toronto. n so far as is compatible with your desires and th

' the ground that the late Dr. was a registered general interests of those whom I represent.

I 1titoner, this action cannot be called in question, If elected, I shall do all in my power to hav

ught to receive our hearty encouragement, and the recent Act amended, so that medical witnesse

iera support. But on the other hand it should in criminal cases, will receive reasonable remuneri

dbe forgotten that this is establishing a prece- tion in any court of law in which they are cited t
t'which for the same reason should have been appear ; it being obviously unjust to compel the

ey blshed long ago, and must therefore follow to attend and give evidence, and at the same tim

Y Such lamentable occurrence in the future, refuse them a reasonable fee for their services.

eth death of a regularly qualified practitioner. The law relating to malpractice might, with ad

8ut We would scarcely like to place ourselves in vantage, be amended, by limiting the time fc
ith a. relation to each other, or in such a position the bringing of actions; and that in all case

e e world, as a course of this kind would ne- where issue is joined, a certain number of juro
y and inevitably involve. should be selected from among the registered me

e Could however, by building up and keeping ical practitioners of the division where the case
anaged and supported such an Association, to be tried, which number should form part of th

r a amount which would be very acceptable to jury; as by that means justice would be mo

We represetatives of a deceased member, and which effectually secured and the law better administere
e>Uld claim as a right and just due, and not There are other improvements that might b
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enumerated, but which could be considered in domestie application in ringworm has long enj0Ye
framing a draft of the bill. a fot altogether undeserved popularity, its curative

Having had long experience as a practitioner in ing undotedl te to is fgf e
the Province, and knowing somiething of the pri- tincture of iron-first introduced by my father,vations and difliculties that medical men have to believe, some five-and-tventy years ago,-is DOW
contend with, both bodily and mentally, I flatter pretty common in the West Riding, yet its great
myself that I can be of service to you in carrying therapeutic advantages, I have reason to thifk, are
out your wishes, should you honour me with your far from being sufficiently appreciated by the Plvote. I shall be happy at all times to confer with fession generally, and I am fülly convinced that
you on any subject relating to the duties of the any surgeon giving t
Council or the general welfare of the profession. amply satisfied with the result.-Dr. Poster kfe

I have no private interest to serve ; the honour Times and Gazette.
and dignity of our common calling alone shall be
my guide in the discharge of the duties devolvingupon me as your representative.no a ur

I have the honour to be, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

WILLIAM ALLISON.
Bowmanville, April 1o, 1875.

oettcttà ŠrtÎdt.

EXTERNAL USE OF TINCTURE OF IRON
IN ERYSIPELAS.

BY CLAREICE FOSTER, M.R.c.S.

I wish to direct the attention of my medical
brethren to the immense utility of the tincture of
iron, locally applied, in arresting erysipelas and
many other external diseases when unattended by
breach of surface. In simple cutaneous erysipelas,and also in the milder phlegmonous variety, it
possesses the decidedly specific effect of subduing,almost at once the morbid action. I have applied
it in numerous instances, and always with the most
satisfactory results. So far as my experience goes,it is in these cases incomparably the best external
remedy ever used. It seldom happens that more
than one painting of the same spot is required;
and, having applied it, no other external agent
whattver is needed. In scrofulous swellings of the
neck its discutient properties are far superior to
those of iodine ; and where a puerperal breast or
inguinal gland in the male has threatened to end
in suppuration, the early use of the tincture, everyother day or so, with a caniel's hair brush has been
sufficient to effect resolution, while in similar caseswe find frequently that heeches, poultices, and
evaporating lotions fail to prevent the formation of
matter. Again, this remedy may be applied most
advantageously in cases of acute rheumatism, where
any paiticular joint is especially swollen and pain
fui, and also on the iaflamed surface surrounding
an unhealthy ulcer, or ahong the course of the
absorbents when irritated by a recent, il-condition-
ed wound. The well known remedy, ink, as a

THE ADVANTAGES AND
TAGES OF ESMARCH'S
METHOD.

DISADVA'
BLOODLO

A paper on this new method was recently readbefore the County Medical Society, by Dr. IHenry
B. Sands. The object of the paper was to give a
summary of the operations in which it was emplor
ed, in the city of New York and its vicinity, duriDg
the first year of its trial here, and in connectioli
with the results obtained to devise an estimate o
the value of the method. The record of instances
in which it was employed comprised a list of 143cases, tabulated so as to indicate the natuse O
operation, and, in the fatal cases, the cause of
death. Upon the whole, the experience appearsto have been very favourable to the new method-
In the only instances where evil results seemed tO
have been due to the application of the elastic
bandage, they were more fairly attributable to the
mode of its application than to the method itself-
It was stated that certain advantages of the method
were unquestionable. As to its bloodless charac-
ter, Dr. Sands regards it as almost perfect, and saY5
that there is only a loss of a few drops of blOod
during the operation, and the loss of blood fro'n1
oozing, which occurs after the constricting band h,9
been removed, is far less than the gain by thisnew method over the older method. After the
completion of the operation, the patient has often
a relatively greater supply of blood in his body
than before the operation was commenced, A"
interesting point alluded to in this connection 1sthe apparent impuuity with which the vascular
system suffers this sudden increase or tension. I
is, however, suggested that, in case of thoracic
abdominal disease the sudden distension of the
vessels with blood may possibly be attended With
danger.

Besides the immediate advantage to the patiet
of the bloodless operation, the method becomles o
vst service to the surgeon under circumstances
where leep dissections are necessary, as for th-rernoval of tumours or foreign bodies, or in SýcaXC
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% a deeply-seated wounded vessel. Under sider, and with no knowledge of medical science,.
tf ch ircumstances a clear and unobstructed view undertakes to settle on behalf of the public, once

dee tissues that come under the knife is very and for ever, the important question whether
ed bable. While the parts are stained and obscur- typhoid fcver can ever have a spontaneous' origin
'We yblood important structures may easily be from fæcal fermentation, or whether the disease

ed or injured, which, with the aid of Es- must, of necessity, always spring from a specific

h apparatus, may be safely avoided. This germ derived from a pre-existing case of fever. It
y evr, does not wholly apply to the blood- is not a little remarkable that a philosopher who
* s, their emptiness rendering them some-what maintains that even the human race has, by a

flor .to be recognized. As a precaution, there- process of evolution, in the course of countless ages,
4set advised that the operator " make good sprung from something lower in the scale of
ap f bis anatomical knowledge, and study the organisation even than organisms, which he -com-

earance of the tissues before he divides them." pares to " drops of oil suspended in a mixture of
ats ere is another use to which Esmarch's appar- alcohol and water," and who seems to agree with

s thrIght be put, as observed by the writer, viz ; Lucretius in affirming that " nature is seen to do
ed ?s cases where compound fractures are attend- all things spontaneously of herself, without the

bweWath free hemorrhage ; and it is suggested that meddling of the gods," should yet maintain that the
the ambulance surgeons and those in charge of poison of typhoid fever can never arise except fron
I ohce stations supplied with the apparatus, it a previous case of typhoid fever, and must therefore

d frequently be the means of saving life. have existed from all eternity, before even man
%eth Possible disadvantages of the bloodless himself existed. Dr. Tyndall submits that the ques-
in 0d are considered under the heads of slough- tion at issue involves no knowledge of medical
i' hcondary hemorrage and paralysis. These practice, but simply a capacity to weigh evidence.

severaps all occurred in the cases collected, and in It seems scarcely credible, however, that Professor
elrl Instances were clearly due to the employ- Tyndall can have carefully weighed the evidence

ii rit Of Esmarch's method. Still in each of these on both sides, when he comes forward and asserts
eth'tees there was reason to suppose that the positively in the public press, that typhoid fever is
re Od had not been properly applied. With a most contagious disease, like small-pox, and can

obard to the applicability of the bandage, it was arise in no other way than by contagion. It may

eetrved that it is desirable to abstain from its be hereafter shown that such is the case ; but the
le ynent in certain cases, and above all to statement is far from having been proved, and there

the Minimum degree of pressure that will are certainly strong facts on the other side, which
becPlish the desiredresuit. Thebandage should demand that judgment in the matter shall be
the t. and highly elastic, and the constriction of deferred, and which have an important bearing upon.
sarn eb" should be made either by a piece of the medical practice. If the excretions of typhoid.

by rnaterial, or, where this would be too wide, fever be so eminently contagious as Dr. Tyndall

ethoft rubber tubing. The solid cord, should, asserts, it is difficult to account for the remarkable
' nheks, be abandoned, as likely to do mischief. exemption from the disease of the attendants on.
lone Constriction should also not be applied for a the sick referred to by all medical writers.

Probe tine than absolutely necessary, the danger Secondly, there is the experience of the London
Prebl increasing with the length of time the Fever Hospital, referred to by Dr. Murchison in

issre is continued.-N. Y Medical Times the second edition of his work on the Continued,
Fevers of Great Britain. " During nine years,
- 5 5 cases of enteric fever were treated in the same

wards with 5,144 patients not suffering from any
, F TYNDALL ON TYPHOID FEVER. specific fever. Not one of the latter contracted.

Trhe ienteric fever, although it was not an uncommon.

Pulire is, we apprehend, some confusion in the practice for them to sit over the evacuations. of

Prof mind as to the meaning and objects of enteric patients, and the use of disinfectants was

fe essor Tyndall's recent publication on typhoid quite exceptional." Private practice, again, yields

theer. No doubt has, for many years, existed as to like results. Dr. Murchison states that, at the date

re mOmnli7iUficability of typhoid fever by excre- of the publication of his work, it had been his lot
the t Pollution. The vehicle of contagion, and to be consulted in upwards of fifty instances. in

beeteans of sanitary prevention have long since which persons had contracted typhoid fever away
& established by Jenner, Murchison, Budd, Farr, from home and h'ad been brought home ill with it.

IIn . not to speak ofthe other workers, whose In only two of the instances did fresh cases of

b egion. fever appear in the house into which it had been

r-,Tyndall, however, who, as President of the imported, and in neither was there crucial proof

le .Association, must be acknowledged as a that the disease wascommunicated by the important

a -natural science, yet professedly as an out- case. His experience on this point has been con.
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firmed by that of other observers ; and we believe ly anticipates the arrest of an attack of ague by the
that most physicians havimg a large consulting administration of quinia than does he anticipate
practice in fever, when asked as to the propriety of the control of the forms of catamenial excess re-
sending away the inmates of an infected house who ferred to by the proper administration of the
are not themselves suffering from the fever are bromide of ammonium. In the admistration of the
chiefly influenced in their reply, by the circumstance remedy, an essential rule is, that its use shall pre-
of the disease having been imported or indigenous, cede the expected period by at least ten days. Its
separation beng considered advisable.m the latter administration only during the crisis will do very
case, but not in the former. Two years ago, little, if any good. The sedative influence of the
typhoid fever appeared in a nunnery in the suburbs remedy must precede and accompany the stage.o
of London. Sixteen of the patients were removed ovarian and uterine vascular engorgement, Which
during their illness to their own homes, but in not itself precedes the flow by several days. Any
one of the sixteen houses did the fever spread. associated disorder, which has even a remote bear

Lastly, if a drain gives typhoid fever merely as ing upon the menstrual excess, should, of course,
Professor Tyndall contends, because it is " a direct receive appropriate attention.--American YOUcontinuation of a diseased intestine," it is re- of Medical Sciences, July, 1874.markable that some of the most notable outbreaks
of typhoid fever in connection with bad drainage
have arisen from the drain being blocked up, and
from the communication with diseased intestines ON THE NATURE OF PROPYLAMINI
being in this way cut off. Many other arguments AND TRIMETHYLAMINE.
might be adduced; but enough has been said, we
think, to show that Professor Tyndall has only Dr. W. H. Spencer contributes to 'The Prd
studied one side of the question, or, at all events, tioner of February an article on the properties on
has presented to the public, assertions which are trimethylamine, and his experience of its effects le
calculated to create unnecessary alarm as to the cases of rheumatism and gout.
contagious character of typhoid fever. " Twenty years ago, Dr. Awenarius, a Russiail

And this leads us to a most important practical physician, first used trimethylamine (under the
question ; viz., the mode of the prevention of typhoid naine of Probylamine) in the treatment of rheurat-
fever. It is to be observed that, when typhoid ism. He records two hundred and fifty success-
fever is stamped out by flooding of drains and the fnl cases, and looked upon the remedy as little leS5
employment of disinfectants, there is no proof that than specific. Since then much has been done 011
the disease is due to germs derived from a diseased the continent to work out the action of trimeth
intestine. The success of the measures referred to lamine on the physiological and clinical sides.
is as much in favour of the so-called pythogenic The memoirs of Dujardin, Beaumetz, Peltier,
theory as of that which is opposed to it. In pro- Bonedit and Hambody especially merit notice a0
phylaxis, in fact, we go farther than eveil Dr. Budd giving, with much detail, all that Continental
and Professor Tyndall. We would not be satisfied workers have yet made out about the properties of
with destroying the excreta of the sick, but we the remedy, and its therapeutical effects. What
would insist on the necessity of preventing the ever may have been done in this country to test
pollution of our drinking-water or of the atmosphre and verify what the Continental workers have set
of our dwellings with sewage of all sorts. forth, and to carry on their work, nothing has been

Lastly, we are not a little surprised that a man of published. During the past eighteen months 1
Dr. Tyndall's scientific position, an adept in weigh- have treated most all the cases of rheumatism and
ing evidence, should exhibit such a want of some cases of gout that have come in my way atphilosphic caution as to crown his argument by the the Bristol Infirmary with trimethylamine in one or
astounding announcement that " Dr. Klein has the other of its forms. I have records of a large
recently discovered the very organism which lies number of cases, some analysis of urine and
at the root of all the mischief, and to the destruc- thermometric observations made during the treat-
tion of which medical and sanitary skill will hence- ments, and more observations made in comparison
forth be directed." Dr. Klein's researches are still of this mode of treatment with other modes nade
in embryo, and he himself would be the last to make in the same patient and in different cases."
any such statement.-Brit. Med. 5Fournal. " Wertheim, in 1850, prepared from narcotine

a body having a formula C3HN; he called it
BROMIDE OF AMMONIUM IN CATAMENIAL Ex- metacitamine. Anderson, in 1850, prepared fron'

CESSEs.-Dr. J. K. Black of Neyvark, Ohio, has codeine a body having the saine formula; e
often tested the efficieicy of this preparation in named it propylamine. Hoffman, also in 185'non-structural excesses, and he speaks (Cincinnati showed (from his own and Wurtz's researches) thatLancet and Observer, May, 1874) with confidence by the substitution of three molecules of methYl
of its valuable powers. He says he no more certain- for the three hydrogen atoms of ammonia, a bOdY
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as formed having the formula CH,N ; this body

la crdingto Hoffman's nomenclature, trimethy-
herri e. Wertheim soon after extracted from

treng-brine a body isomeric with his metacita-
the ;thenceforward he adopted for both bodies
dra ampropylamine. And now many chemists
Veete rm many different sources, animal and
ble dable (cod-liver oil, human urine, putrid calf's
¾me, guano, ergotine, chenopodium vulvari and
S ous other plants), a body having the formula
the *N•Always this body was called propylamine;

laborubstitution-body prepared artificially in the
thu atory was, as yet, the only trimethalymine.
(foils the reconciliation took place, and chemists
fou tmlg up Wurtz's and Hoffman's researches)
'loçtfhat the body got from natural sources was
res proPylamine at ail, but the same in all chemical
trieets as the artificial compound ammonia called

u'ndalymine. Propylamine is a primary com-
teti arnmonia (monamine). Trimethalymine is a

"y compound ammonia (tri-amine. Thus :

Propyl CH 7
H
H

Methyl CH,
CH,
CH,

N-CsHN (Propylamine).

N-CHN (Trimethalymine).

es'on tially the difference is in the radical ; profyl
It is thing, methyl is a different thing altogether.
n'arcoethyl that exists in the body extracted from
ural stle, codeine, herring-brine, and ail the nat-
to Ssources already named; which exists, that is
llot >in our new remedy for rheumatism. I do

nOW that propylamine has been obtained from
aources at all. I believe it is as yet only

1odide cial product got by the treatment of the
too Of propyl with an alcholic solution of am-

differsut more than that, the artificial propylamine
epec from the named trimethalymine in these4s : it has a different odor, its boiling poin

it g C Instead of 9 ° C.,and initschemical reaction
thalyie resulta quite different to those of trime
cardedine. The name propylamine should be dis-
redc. Without delay for the substance now used
con1ftall.y ; this is trimethalymine, or at least
nlot it. But what we use as a remedy is
C8 1ý rely and only that body which the formula

OiN h represents. No chemically pure trimethaly.
I th as as yet been used in medicine, not ever
lia important physiological experiments of M,
the mody. The substance used in medicine is
thisProduct known commercially as propylanine
hef i, stance is obtained chiefly by distillation o

or brine with potash or lime, and subsequen
ofr less repeated rectification. It is a mixturtf biethalymme (CH,N), ammonia and ammon

iacal compounds, ail in solution in water. The
amount of ammonia and organic impurity (chiefly
animal oil in the solution depends upon the great-
er or less completeness with which the process of
rectification is carried out. If the brine is simply
distilled with lime, and the products condensed in
water, the resulting solution will contain much
ammonia and impurity. If, on the other hand,
the rectification is carried out fully, as in the pro-
cess presently to be described, there results a
tolerably uniform product containing only traces of
ammonia and organic impurity. The composition
of the commercial solutions, as might be suspected
from this, has been found to vary greatly. Nor is
this variation in compostion due, even chiefly, to
the mode of preparation. MM. Giradin and
Marchaudanalyzed specimens of Scotch, Yarmouth,
and Channel brines (four. de Pharmacie et de
Chimie, i86o) during several years, and found not
only that the composition and quality of the differ-
ent brines varied greatly, but the same brines
varied in different years. M. Petit examined num-
erous specimens of commercial propylamine, not
alone French, and found the amounts of alkaline
products in the solutions varied fron two to fifty-
five centigrammes in the gramme. Since these
alkaline products readily expressed several ammon-
iacal compounds as well as trimethalymine, the
quantity of this supposed essential ingredient must
have been, in some of the specimens, extremely
small. Within the past two years, however the

process of manufacture has been much improved.
In the solutions now supplied for medicinal use, at
least by our best manufacturers, constancy of com-
position and purity are very fairly attained. The
solution I have used was supplied by Messrs Ferris
& Co., of Bristol. They inform me that the solu-
tion they sel] is prepared solely from herring-brine,
and by the following process :-the brine is distilled
with soda-lime and the products condensed, the
alkaline distillate is treated with hydrochloric acid
and evaporated ; the residue is treated with
absolute alcohol, whereby ammonia chloride is
separated ; the alcohol is driven off, what remains
is distilled with caustic lime or potash, and the
products are condensed in cold water. l'he solu-
tion in water is usually sold as propylamine. But
if rectification is pursued much further, the pro-
ducts are condensed in hydrochloric acid. The
acid solution is evaporated to dryness, the residue
treated with absolute alcohol, and again distilled
with brine. This last process is repeated until the
product is uniform. The solution supplied to me
contains twenty per cent. of this final product.
From careful consideration of this process, I con-
clude that the solution is a twenty per cent. solu-

f tion of an alkaline product (expressed as trimethaly-
t mine) with traces of ammonia and organic
e compounds, not ammoniacal. The alkaline product
- contains trimethalymine and undetermined ammon-
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acal or other ,compounds. What may be the
absolute proportions of trimethalymine (CH,N)
and other compounds inthisalkaline productappear
to be quite unknown. Constancy, as to the
alksline product, is certainly attained, but constancy
as to the amuç1nt of trimethalymine in the product
would seem still to depend on the quality of the
original brines. With a view to avoid inconsistency
and pigity. in the commercial product, a salt of
trupethalymne has been used in medicine instead
of propylamine. This salt is called, according to
the barbargus. and corrupt nomenclature perpetuated
by our pharmacopœias, hydrochlorate of trime-
thalymine It is really a chloride of trimethalymine
and is prepared either by halting at a particular
stage inthe process of rectification of the propyla-
mine ýolution, or synthetically from tiramethyi-
ammonium iodide. In the former case the base
is not simply the body represented by the formula
CH,N any more than the trimethalymine of the
commercial propylamine is that body. It is, in
fact, both in the ,hloride and commercial solution
C8 iTN with other compounds. existing in herring-
brine,; al separated as chlorides during the process
employed. The chlorid is, of necessity, only an
apprpximately pure st ; it contains a notable
quaenity of ammonium chloride, the presence of
which is eesential to the stability of the salt in the
solid form.

"Suchi being the state of the case as regards the
chemistry, of the product propylamine and the
chloride,of trimethalymine now used in medicine,
theiquestion arises, what in these may be the effci-
ent cause of their effects? The effects may be
due to. the trimethalymine (CSHN), or to the
other ammonical çompounds contained in the pro-
ducts, or perhaps to both. The effects of the
syntheticaUy7made chloride of trimethalymine could
not be taken to settle the point, for a salt like a
chloride is, in the body, a very different thing to a
soutipn of the base. These two-the commercial
product containing trimethalymine (C3HN) with
other anmoniacal compounds, and the chloride of
trimethaymirne-are clearly not interchangeable as
remedies uptil it can be shown that their effects are
preisely the sane. The similiarity of effects has
not yet been shown. Again, the experience of the
effects of ,the alkaline treatment of rheumatism,
an1. T may say also of gout, can hardly go for
nqtl pg when seeking in the composition of a sub-
stapce like propylamine a cause for any effect it
may, proluce. I confess on my own part to a
strpng .suspicion that the ammoniacal compounds
wil be found to take at any rate the larger share
inthe effçets. It is clear that in estimation and
compauizg the hierapegticeffects of thc commercial
prçpylainç,, the variability in its composition
must b. taken into account. Much that has been
angpggpus ip the experience of the remedy may
possibly be accounted for if solutions varying

greatly in compositions have been used. If is a
first condition in therapeutic observations that the
compositions of drugs should be referable to knoWt'
standards. In the particular case, if this conditiot'
were fulfilled, a decision upon the absolute and
relative values of propylamine, pure trimethalY-
mine and the pure chloride could very soon be
arrived at. Nor would it appear to be difficult to
fulfil the condition. M. Wurtz" has proposed a
way of preparing trimethalymine artificially ; the
solution obtained by this process can be tirated, likc
any ordinary solution of ammonia, to a definite and
constant standard. Many points might be soon'
cleared up if the effects produced by such a solu'
tion were compared with the efiects produced by a
product obtained by distillation of herring-brinle
with lime or potash and not subjected to subse-
quent rectification.

" But the solution and the salt have generallY
been prescribed on the Continent in the form Of
mixture, the vehicle being aqua minthæ piperite,
and aromatics, being used to disguise the unpleas-
aiat taste. The dose employed has varied much;
it has ranged from nine to thirty minims for the
solution, and has not exceded ten minims for the
s It. The chloride has been used in the form of a
pill (made up with marsh-marrow, honey, and tolu),
apd the solution in the form of capusles. I have,
except in two instances, invariably prescribed both
trimethalymine and the chloride in the form of miX
ture, and my formula is this :

1W Trimethalymine............M iv. vel M viii
Syrupi zingiberis.......-----3j.
Aqua minthæc piperitæ... j.

Mix.

-Talisfat modus secundd quàque horà sumende-

" And, as supporting the probability of variatioDS
in composition, I have at different times found that
the same results were obtained with a dose of tWO
minims as with a dose of eight minims. Now, 1
give always four to eight minims, at first every hou
or two hours, increasing the interval as the pails
diminish and the case progresses. When all pail
is gone I cease to give the remedy, and substitute,
in most cases, quinine. Rarely have I to re-exh-
bit the trimethalymine, but I do sô if the pails
recur."--Ne Remedies.

INTRACTABLE VOMITINGS DURING PREGNANCY-
M. Féréol reports, in the Annales de Gynècolgle'
the case of a woman aged 33, who became pregna»t

in the beginning of September 1871, and Was
attacked by sickness and diarrhœa fron the
commencement of her pregnancy. She entered a
hospital in December, and went through the treat'
ment commonly employed for this affection-the
administration of' nux vomica, belladonna, and
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cauterisation of the neck of the uterus, etc. She
had fallen into the last stage of weakness, when she o
expelled a fetus about six months old. The s
VOIitings were stopped for some days, but soon c
reappeared , and the woman died six days after the 5
0Peration. At the necropsy, it was discovered that a
the Smail curvature of the stomach, from the cardia I
to the pylorus, was filled with a tumor, spreading s
Over the surfaces of the organ, especially over the c
POsterior surface, and measuring two centimètres at t
Its greatest thickness. The presence of this tumor
sufficiently explained the want of success of all the
Medicinal agents employed, as well as the useless-
nless Of the induced abortion. It must be acknowled-
ged that, amongst the numerous plans of treatment
extolled as remedies against the obstinate sickness
Of Pregnancy, not one inspires absolute confidence.

e two following remedies are put forward as
specific against this distressing complication, which,

Owever, are given here with all reserve. Dr.
ac-kwell reports, in the Philadelphia Reporter for

Otober 1873, that two drops of tincture of nux
vornica, given hourly, have been successful in a
ease Where all the usual means had been tried with-
out success. Dr. Woillez, in the Yournalde Théra-
PeZutique for January 1874, recommends that the
Pharynx of pregnant females should be painted
with a solution containing a third part of bromide
Of Potassium, as a remedy for the sickness which

Pepends on reflex action.-Brit. Med. 7'urnal.

DRUNKNESS IN LIVERPOOL.

The evil of drunkenness in Liverpool is attested
by all sorts of witnesses, either as aggravating a
"ondition of poverty or vitiating what would other-
wise be a condition of comfortable competence.
We inay quote two other witnesses on this point

Dr. Parkes and Dr. Burdon-Sanderson-whose
evidence will be received with great respect. They
Say, c' We cannot doubt that intemperance plays a
very large part in producing this poverty and its
attendent evils." The result of their inquiries is
given as follows:-

h We have, then, a population who are living in
hOnses very badly planned and very closely crowd-
ed together and who are placed, partly by their

Wln faults partly by circumstances, in conditions
which necessitate their breathing an atmosphere
w'hich is highly fetid from several causes * * * *
The unhappy people seem to know none of the
comforts and few of the decencies of life, and wide-
sPread habits of drunkenness, and consequent want
0f food id their wretched homes in destroying
their health "

They question whether 20 per cent. of the
labouring classes are living lives of ordinary

ecency and restraint. The population of Liver-

ool is more dense than that of London, Glasgow,
r Manchester. A writer' in The Times this week
ays there is a spot near the Exchangernot ex-
eeding 23,500 square yards, which contains about
ooo persons, being nearly equal to rooo to- an
cre. Dr. Trench says no language can depict the
horror of the condition of those families living in
ingle rooms. In the epidemic of small-pox
drunken persons would sleep in the same bed with
,he corpse, and rise in the morning and go-un-
vashed to mingle with the general population.
But the shocking thing is that, while in the decade
1860-71 there was in the parish a diminution of
of 2717 in the number of inhabited houses and of
31,389 inhabitants, there was an excess of deaths
overbirths of 2660. It is in such facts as these
that we must find the explanation of the real evils
that exist in Liverpool. Insensitiveness and
brutality are as sure to come out of these condi-
tions as typhus and diarrhea and consumption.
And if any good is to be done, society must charge
itself with much responsibility. A. partly :con-

trollable factor in the case of drunkenness isthe
absurd number of public and beer houses. And,
by the way, if all accounts be true, there i& in
Liverpool, in addition to drunkennes, a habit of
drinking even in the early parts of the day, and
among well-to-do people, who have not the excuse
of the poor. We can only indicate the evils to be
remedied. A community so situated must be its
own physician. But let it not delude itself with
slight remedies, or think that flopping or even
executing a few coarse criminals that arer breitght
to justice will do more, at best, than alter the
manifestations of the crime that exists. When the
very first principles of civilization are outragedithe
consequences must be accepted. Until education
comes to alter the tastes of the people, wesee
nothing for it but an exceptional system- of local
restriction and legislation, such as more happily
conditioned communities do not require.,,The
Lancet.

TREATMENT OF ACUTE RHEUMATISM.

During the past three years, I have been in the
habit of packing most of my cases in avwet blanket,
and afterwards rolling them up in dry- blankets, so
as not not only to promote profuse ,sweatingi but
also to increase the temperature. This mode of
procedure, which I conducted in a verf, indefnite
manner, gave such good results, that I -thoight
carefully over the rationale of the system, aeid at
once adopted a course of wet packing after the
manner and with the success which i will relate to
you. The procedure is simple. The bed is
covered with India-rubber sheeting; over this is
laid a blanket which has been wrung out of hot

ý f
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water. The patient is then enveloped in the ture do not rise, and the patient be sweating freelY'blanket, and covered with six folds of dry blanket- give half an ounce, or even an ounce, of brandling. By this, the temperature is raised and profuse every hour in warm milk and water. Thus wesweating results : the former, if need be, is assisted have to secure profuse sweating and a niean
by the administration of brandy in half-ounce or temperature of 104 deg ; we have to guardounce doses eyery hour, and the latter by giving against a dry skin and a temperature over 105 degfreely, warm milk and water. If the temperature Let us consider this a little more practically.exceed 102 deg., then the stimulant is unnecessary. a healthy child be packed for six hours as directedy
My plan is to continue the treatment for three whose normal temperature is 99 deg., we find thatsuccessive days ; namely, for six hours the first it will only rise one degree during the whole coUrse
day, four the second, two the third. After the first of the six hours, and the administration Of .*pack, the patient is free, or nearly so, from pain ; stimulant will not cause it to rise any more. It 15after the second pack, the pain has completely very different during the pyrexial stage of acutesubsided, and after the third pack the sour smell rheumatism, and I have proved most unquestion'
usually disappears. In addition to the relief from ably that, when the packing alone does not increase
pain and subsidence of acid secretions, the pyrexial , the temperature, this is easily brought about bYstate, with its attendant symptoms, wil be found to giving brandy in the manner just stated. I have
decrease in direct ratio, and likewise the pulse. adopted this treatment with excellent resultsThe secretion of urine will become more plentiful cases where there has been, in addition to theand the urea will diminish in quantity; yet, although rheumatic inflammation, a mitral murmur, pericardithe improvement is so marked in reference to pain, tis, and pleuro-pneumonia. In some cases I gsweat, pulse, and temperature, the urine remains medicine, in others I do not. My rule is this :lotacid and loaded with lithates, and the tongue to give medicine or solid food until after the thirdcoated, for some days longer. It not unfrequently packing, and this means not until the aclutehappens, especially in young people, when the symptoms have subsided and the temperature 15
weather is variable, that transitory pains return in down to 1oo deg. ; then some vegetable tonic, with
one or more joints ; but in almost every instance solution of acetate of ammonia, is to be preferredthe pain has been subdued, if not by the first, by to large doses of alkali or quinine. If, howeve,the second bath. In reference to cardiac inflam- the case have been of long duration before cooi
mation, I believe that this treatment subdues it under treatment, and if it be the third or fourthmore rapidly than any other, rendering the valves attack, with probably cardiac disease, then of
less likely to undergo organic change. course the orthodox measures must be resorted toBut now comes a very important and practical for such complications. If the temperature shouîd
question. There can be no doubt that the packing run very high, with tendency to delirium, I belleprocess produces considerable constitutional dis- the best plan is in every instance, whether underturbance. Under what circumstances should this the packing treatment or otherwise, to aply iceOtreatment be adopted, and under what conditions the head, expose the body freely to a current Ois it not practicable ? Every one who has had cold air, and sponge it over lightly with a mixturemuch to do with this disease, must be conscious of of one part of spirit to two of water, until the te0'the anxiety which it gives him, when the tempera- perature falls ; then to discontinue this, and toture exceeds 105 deg. or 1o6 deg., and especially apply a sinapism to the epigastrium. The follOvrwhen it is associated with the least sign of cerebral in case occurred in my practice, from which adisturbance ; and, as my treatment consists in lesson might, perhaps, be learned. A yotî1î1
elevating the temperature, it will be apparent that robust woman, aged 19, came under my care withsome care is necessary. Thus, according to my incipient acute rheumatism, but with a dry hashexperience, it should not be adopted-. If the skin and a temperature of 102 deg. I had herpatient suffer fron incompetency of the aortic packed in the usual manner at 1.30 P.M.; at 4.30vaives ; 2. If there be much fluid in the pericardium P.M., there wasnoactionof theskin; temperature 104from previous inflammation ; 3. If the temperature deg ; at 6.30 P.M., still no action of the skin ; tend'
be over 104 deg. ; 4. If the skin be hot, dry, and perature 1o6.2 deg.; rapid action of the heart and
harsh, without the least tendency to sweating ; tendency to delirium. I at once applied ice to
5. If there be extreme nervous prostration from head, bathed the exposed body with spirit andhabits of drunkenness and other vitiating cause ; water, and in twenty minutes I was pleased tO find
6, If the patient be pregnant. the tenperature down to 1o3 deg. ; the followin%Again : during the time the patient is packed, morning it was 101 deg. Again: a woman, agedthe following points must be observed :-. If, after 28, of drunken and dissolute habits, came under DYjtwo or three hours, fthe.patient become very rest- care with the third attack of acute rheumatis""less, with a dry non-perspirable skin, I should advise there was considerable prostration and a tempera-the treatment to be discontinued ; also when the ture of 103.2 deg. I thought that I detected $temperature exceeds 105 deg. ; 2. If the tempera- fine murmur obscuring the second sound at the
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ase of the heart. I ordered her to be packed in grammatically in Fig. i, the dotted lines at AA and.
iacusual way ; but her temperature continued to BB showing the amount of bone removed from the

Thease, until it reached 110 deg., and she died. radius and ulna at the operation.
fa is the only case which has terminated un-
th orably out oP a very large number. Whether

e high temperature arose from the treatment, I
andable to say, and, as such cases do occur now
giv again under any treatment, I must decline to

ean opinion.-Dr. Dowse, Brit. Med. journal.

INITED FRACTURE OF THE FOREARM,
WITH DEFICIENCY OF THE ULNA,
TREATED SUCCESSFULLY BY EX
CISION AND THE WIRE SUTURE.

]IIIOMAs ANNANDALE, F.R.S.E., Surgeon to the Edin-
4re4 Royal Infirmary and Lecturer on Clinical Surgery.

jnK., aged 29, was admitted into my wards on
e 24th, 1873, suffering from an ununited frac-

t Of the bones of the forearm. About six
reonths before his admission, his forearm had beenfeverely injured by machinery. Both bones were
b etured, and a large lacerated wound was caused

the accident. He was taken to a provincialOSpital and carefully treated for several months.
pieOut three months after the accident, a large
lo e of bone (a portion of the ulna) graduallythiseiled, and was removed. Three weeks aftertehe wound was healed, but the bones had not

Whd properly.
Waen the arm was examined, a large cicatrix

the oticed over the middle third of, the bones of
de forearm; it was adherent to the uina for a short
Wetace, but was otherwise free. Both bones
lo re Movable at the junction of their middle and

er thirds, but the radius less so than the ulna.
def Mlna was not only quite ununited, but was
theclent for about one inch at the seat of fracture,
toe results, no doubt, of the necrosis which had

iolOWed the injury. The fractured ends of the
.ra Were displaced towards, and adherent to, thePerfus. Pronation and supination could not be
conrMed, and the arm was also weak, and, in

Coequence, useless.
tion June 27th, I performed the following opera-
use'uîWith the hope of making the arm more

ad * An incision, about three inches long, was
ex Over the dorsal aspect of the ulna, so as to

theOse the fractured portion of this bone. It was
ohe found that the fractured ends were rounded
radnd atrophied, united to one another and to the

ere by some strong!fibrous texture. These ends
nte ais displaced inwards, and there was fully an

dervai of an inch between them owing to the
ency of the bone.
e condition of the bones is illustrated dia-

Fig. i. Fig. 2.

About a quarter of an inch was sawn off the ends
of the ulna ; and, as it was quite evident that these
ends could not be brought together, a second
incision was made over the dorsal aspect of the
radius, and a portion of this bone, including the
partially united part, was also sawn off. By thus
shortening the radius to a sufficient extent, the
ends of the ulna were allowed to meet, the
adhesions connecting them to the former having
been divided. The ends of both bones were then
drilled and secured with strong silver wire, as
shown in Fig. 2. The edges of the wounds being
brought together with a few carbolised silk sutures,
antiseptic muslin was applied in the usual way, and
the arm adjusted on a splint. On the 3rd of July,
it is noted that the patient has progressed favour-
ably since the operation, and the wound is healing
well. On the 8th of July, the wire through the
ends of the ulna being a little loose, was twisted
more firmly. The patient's progress continues
good.

On the 3rd of August, the wounds were quite
superficial, and the wire through the ends of the
radius being quite loose, was removed. On the
13 th of August, the wire was removed from the

9i



ulna ; and on the 29 th, the patient left the hospital, and difficult of disruption, it may be judiclouS
the wounds being almost healed. be satisfied with an incomplete extension at

Six weeks after this, he returned to show him- one time.
self, when it was found that the bones were firmly Case i In February, 1873, G. H., aged neC$s
united. The forearm, to a limited extent, could be ten years, came under my care,-with the kneeble
pronated and supinated ; but these and the other at a very considerable angle. He had suffe
movaments of the arm were steadily improving, from disease of the joint for several years ;it b
andi the-limh could already be used in many ways, gradually anchylosed in the position shown i"t
its, strength being greatly improved since the illustration. There was very little mobility Of
operation. joint, but his general health was now good.

Rerarks.-For the successful treatment of this found the biceps tendon resisting, and having ?
case, it was necessary to overcome two principal him under the influence of ether, I divided it,
obstácles. These were: (1) the deficiency of the straightened the knee very considerably, note,
ulna ; (2) the displacement inwards of the ends of standing a great deal of resistance. In two n1o t
the ulna, and their adhesion to the radius. In the boy went to the country, and I lost sight 0
addition, the large cicatrix forming the chief him till November, 187-4, when he came tO
covering of soft parts over the injured bones made with the knee still somewhat bent ; he used
operative interference more difficult than if these crutch, though the front part of the foot reached to
coverings had been sound. The first of these the ground and served in progression.
obstacles was successfully overcome by removing a On November 2 9 th, 1874, I put him
portion of the radius, so as to allow the ends of ether, and forcibly extended the joint, witho'0
both bones to be brought together. The removal finding it requisite to divide any tendon.
of this:portion of bone by diminishing the amount two lateral stays applied with a leather du
of the-osseous element of the forearm also per- strap at the knee ; he went to the country in thiet
mitted the contraction of the wounds in the soft weeks, walking well, without any assistance. gt
parte toa take place satisfactorily. The second In this boy the deformity had been very -e
obsticle was .successfully combated by dividing the indeed ; he was apparently a hopeless case,
adhssions, drilling the ends of both bones, and now walks boldly and firmly, with but a slight li1l
secirring them with strong wire, as shown in Fig. 2. Case ii B.M'C æt eleven years, described himYfse

This mâthod of securing the fractured ends as having a bad knee as long as he could remenber,
woîlld, '-ekieye, provecvery.valuable in many cases It had been in the bent position for over five y
of recent compouhd fractures of the bones of the abscess had formed, and he had suffered the Ue
forearm. It is a most efficient means of.prevent- long tedious consequence of joint disease.
ing their inward diplacement, and therefore assists came to me in order to get the limb straighte»¢
much in preventing also the union of the radius its appearance was as is shown by the photograp
and ulna to one another, a condition not easy to taken December 27th, 1874. On Decembet 3
overcome in this class of injury. The wire which I put him under the influence of ether. and divid
I employ in this and other operations of the kind the outer tendon. I closed over the youndif
is silver, of the thickness usually employed to diately. On January 2nd I again etherised l
secure the corks of soda-water bottles. The in- and extended the knee in the way I have alrea
strument used for drilling the bone is a joiner's described. The result was most satisfactory, a
common small pricker. Having tried more compli- the photograph taken January 1875, shows "t
cated instruments for this purpose, I have now a well the patient could stand and walk Wi
decided preference for the more simple tool, which support, even in the short time that had elaps
I always find to be most efficient.-Brit. Med. after the operation.

ournal. Another instance of successful treatnent
furnished by the case of J. R., a stout lad of e'gbt
een, from the country. He had suffered for yer'
the joint had suppurated, and the limb finally

CURE OF BENT KNEE. covered, bent at a very considerable angle i
so much so that when the photograph was be

By JOHN MORGAN, F.R.C.S.I., MERCER HOSPITAL. taken the foot had to be supported and stead
The limb had wasted, while the other had beCo 0t

In a former communication I brought forward immensely muscular. In November, 187 4 ,1p
some cases of cure accomplished in very young him under ether, and divided the biceps, an
children. I have had since that date, from the making extension I extended the limb stead'
extension treatmentsome very successful results in An angular splint was applied, and in a fe W
older persons. One of these shows a case where later lateral supports. A troublesome abras
the cure was accomplished in two separate steps, formed on the heel, and he got a dyspeptic attai
as .when the adhesions are ,found to be very firm which delayed treatment. The limb, as represe t

-A
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to a the drawings, became a useful one, and he would leave the owner with but imperfect use

)y -etu1ned to the country without a crutch, and able indeed of a limb so important to his comfort and

toget along with a stick only, and this chiefly to utility.
11 Av him confidence at first in using the limb. The use of an anæsthetic dispels any possible

n February this year, a girl aged nineteen, was objection on the score of pain.

'tet to me suffering from a bent knee of, long The srnall incision made by the tenotome hardly

d duration. She could get her foot to the ground deserves the name of one, while the rapdity

*With the aid of a very high-heeled boot, but could of the reduction may be fairly titled instan-

bWak without support. taneous. I can hardly conceive anything more

I I extldd the knee, under etherisation, by force, satisfactory to a patient than the sudden regaining

t aMd Without the necessity of dividing any tendon. of a limb long given up as hopeless, and which

he adhesions gave way with some difficulty. The has been a constant worry from giving Pain and

ecovery and utility of the limb were both most inconvenience, and I have myseif experienced the

'stisfac pleasure of restoring to activity those who were cut

of O March 4 th she thus writes in reporting her off from their enjoyments, and limited in their

state -" I take a pretty long walk every day since hopes by the misfortune of a bent knee, which,

a Icane home. Words 'would fail to express my after even many years of incapacity, I have seen

to gatitude for I never expected to walk as I can used with vigor and intense enjoyment in tw or

at Present. I gave up all hopes of that. As you three weeks after my manipulation.-Med. Press

alrdy know, I never went without either a crutch &- Circuiar.
'0r stick for more than twelve years."

These patients even in a few weeks obtained
W"Iderftil command over a limb that had been
U8'less for many years. The first one, of G.H., PHOSPHORUS IN BONE DISEASE.

Shows the boy as he " posed" himself in the attitude
t of ease shown in the woodcut ; the others " posed" Professor Jacobi, of New York, says that in a

be W'th the arms crossed, show the steadiness of number of cases of bone disease he has resorted to

p. Posture which had been obtained in so short a time. a rather novel treatment. He referred to phos-

These cases illustrate one remarkable phase of phorus. It was a number of years ago that a

conIservative surger where instead of removing a German anatomist fed a great many hundreds'of

5 liib from its becoming inconvenient as well as rabbits, whose bones he had broken, on phosphorus.

Useless, we may restore it nearly as whole as before He found that fractures of bones would heal

aId Practically as useful. Some of those I have rapidly when the animals were fed on food contain-

L; cited ivere instances of deforied joints, the result ing minute quantities of phosphorus. When

P of long past inflammatory action, and where the phosphate of lime is given in rickets, it is just as
th 'dhesion§ were old and firm, others were of more speedily eliminated as it isd introduced into the

recent date, et in all equally favorable results were system, and then it is really doubtfui whether it is
obtained It requires at first sight some fortitude of much use or not. He was in the habit of

to use such force as would alter a joint which has prescribing phosphate of lime, because it is stili

it May be for years, been in a formal position, but believed that some portion of it will be retained in

the fact is that is one of the essentials in the treat- the system ; but eventually it will be found that
¢ Ment, judgment and care in the selection of the, there is but a very unsatisfactory result. With

lit Proper case and of the proper time, being the phosphorus it is different. This gentleman found

0J !others. This treatment is applicable to all joints, that when he fed these rabbits on phosphorus, a

e'e to the hip under certain circumstances, when large amount of callus was thrown out, and in a

e assisted by myotomy. The number of cases which very short time relatively, the bone was healed.

t e see "ging on crutches " show that the attain- He says himself that he had no chance to try his

Ment Of anchylosis, or " bent knee," is sufficiently nethod on the sick. When Dr. Jacobi read this

frequent, whether intentionally sought fcr, or con- paper, it occurred to him to try phosphorus in bone

ô equent on neglect, and allowing the limb to stiffen disease. He had since done so in a large number of

a Position it most naturally assumes when the cases, both subacute and chronic, both in private

subject of a disease, as proved by the interesting practice and in his clinique, and a large number of

S experiments of Bonnet, who, by forcing fluids into these had undobtedly been benefited by it ;he had

t the sYnovial cavities of the different joints, arrived now a number of cases of caries, subacute and

at definite conclusions, as the joint always assumed chronic ; and pure periostitis got well under

1. the saie position and figure, irrespective of the this treatment when it could hardly be expected.

S Posture of the limb at the time of practising the The dose should not be more than one-twelfth to

experinent the knee-joint assuming (as it is found one-tenth of a gram to an adult, orione-thirtiet to

in life) an agle of about 120 degrees-an one-fortieth of a grain four times a day to an infant,

' laufortunately, which, when once established in the proper menstruum. It should be g&,ven
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after meals, mixed with mucilage, or barley-
and at the same time a little iron given. The
phosphorus as a remedy for bone disease sho
remembered, for it cannot yet be found in
or journals.-Med. Press & Circular.

DR. BEALE'S LUMLEIAN LECTUR

The nature of life is a question, says Dr.
which has engaged the attention of the
thoughtful minds of all ages. But we wi
speak of the mystery of life. Many of thos
are teaching at this day that physical and ch
processes constitute the life of the higher a
are 'perfectly aware that there are certain phe
na which cannot be explained by physic
chemistry.

Dr. Beale expresses himself as strongly op
to the doctrines now generally taught an
becoming widely diffused. It is dogmatical
serted, he says, in the plainest language, th
living things are machirnes, and all there a
mechanical. It is said that the sun forms
beings ; that the brain and all organs are bu
by the sun ; that all the actions of living b
are mechanical, and that all things alive ar
chines; that living organism, as well as crysta
the product of molecular forces ; that the min
intellect, the will, thoughts, and emotions, a
as the body, were all onceÎ latent in a fiery c
and that the present world and all its inhabi
past and present, as well as those to com
potently in the matter which was once cosmic
that the lowest forms of living approximate
closely to non-living material: whilst only n
and material forces-only atoms and atomic
-have been and are concerned in the format
all things, living as well as inanimate.

Dr. Beale then points out that up to this ti
one has succeeded in showing that the above
positions contain the vestige of a substratu
truth.

Those who force such views on public atte
says Dr. Beale, incur a serious responsibility,
am not sure if scientific men who strongly
prove of the course taken, and who know fui
that many of the extravagant assertions now
in the name of science, and from a scientific
form, cannot be supported by facts, do n
their silence, incur a responsibility equally
inasmuch as they permit arguments whi'ch.
know to be unsound to be advanced in the
of science without objecting to them.--M
Press and Circular.

NELATON AND NAPOLEON.-A short time b
his death Nelaton was called to attend the P
Imperial in a deep-seated abscess of the hip

water, Self-controlled as Louis Napoleon was coistituto¤'
use of ally, the slightest illness of the Prince always "uld be manned him. Nelaton gave the case a careful e
books amination, and decided, with his usual coolfleA

upon his treatment. He resolved to lay open the
abscess. The Emper'or, nervous and excited'
objected. "But it must be done," insisted NelatOn
' his life depends upon the operation." " Nelatoly

ES. replied the Emperor, " I see no abscess thereea
not the least indication that the knife is necessa0l

Beale, You will kill the Prince." " Will your Maest'
most leave the case with me ?" insisted Nelaton. « The

Il still Prince will die if he is not relieved of this abscess-
e who Napoleon then reluctantly consented, and, turnit%
emical round to a window in the apartment, leaned hi
nimals head upon the sash. Nelaton hastened to use biS
nome- bistoury, but on the withdrawal of the instrufleot
s and not a drop of pus appeared, but blood flowed

copiously from the wound. The Emperor becarfl
posed furious, and rushing towards the surgeon, exclairlnd
d fast frantically. " Did I not tell you that no absce
ly as- was there, and that you would murder my child?
at all The situation was now appalling; but Nelaton stooc
ctions calm and unmoved. He had formed his diagnLosî5
living and knew what he was doing. Quickly eluding the
ilt up grasp of the Emperor, he in an instant plulgd
eings his bistoury a second time into the deep-seated

ma- abscess, whereupon, the pus having been reached
ls, are escaped, to the relief of the patient, and the co'
d, the plete vindication of the heroism and professiOfl0
s well sagacity of the great surgeon.-Logan
loud ; Journal,--The Clinic.
tants,
e, lay
dust ;
very REMARKS ON THE LOCAL USE e
atter LIQUOR FERRI PERCHLORIDI

forces CANCEROUS ULCERATIONSOF Tge
ion of UTERUS.

ne no By Charles J. Gibb, M. D., Consulting Surgeon to the
pro- Newcastle-on-Tyne Infirmary.

nto Cancerous diseases of the uterus have generallyition, progressed so farbefore theycomeunder professiO.
but I observation, as to pass as incurable fron one mnedi
lisap- cal man to another, and it thus happens that s
1 weii a large number in my consulting-roon. It is rhmade to find the disease so superficial and purely epitc
plat- lial in character, or, if interstitial, so confined to

gr by the mouth and the neck of the uterus, that tte
hrave, diagnosis can be made with such certainity as

they justifiy the surgeon in excising it ; and in the
name vanced stages, the foui discharges make the patiel
edical 50 loathsome, that, in spite of the keenest feeliDv

of pity, the surgeon is incined to view the case
utterly hopeless, and leave ail manual treatient ta

efore the nurse. When we remember how much relie
rince can be given to the worst symptoms of the ruest
joint. incurable cases of external cancer by operati0l or
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Other gmeasures calculated to remove fungoid or ed her to withdraw, the stuffing of tow next morn

Paughing surfaces or masses of the disease ; how ing, and trust to the injections of zinc and alum to
air can thus be relieved ; bleedings prevented; wash away the cotton-wool; and appropriate blood-

5, ldischarges moderated or made less disgusting making and aperient medicines were prescribed.
eharacter,-it is not surprising that surgeons On her second visit, she expressed herself as much

d, Ould strive to give similar relief to the worst stronger, very little bleeding having taken place
1; 8es Of cancer of the womb, and be more or less during the week. The application of the perchlor-

cIesful in their efforts. From time to time, I ide was repeated ; and I did not see her for the
have tried the various local applications I have next ten days, in consequence of a severe pain
8et recommended; have made use of many compelling her to remain in bed. The sore was

Iy ustics ; have been taught by painful experience much healthier in appearance ; there had been
tcaustic potash, or caustic potash and lime, are very little bleeding, and the discharge had become
alageable, and too dangerous to the surround- scanty and semipurulent in appearance, without

1"Parts to be used with the freedom requisite to any of the old putrid smell. She was, however,
. .. service; that the actual cautery is too fear- very feeble, and made the journey with great diffi-

sPrIng ; that nitric acid or acid nitrate of mercury culty. Instead of placing the cotton-wool soaked
S Which had been used with great care) are inefficient; in the perchloride over the sore, I elevated her
and that lunar caustic and powders or points of breech, half filled the vagana with the solution for
e ltc Or alum are useless as caustics. a couple of minutes, then sucked it up with a syringe

A bout two years ago, I had occasion to dilate and left a plug of tow in the vagina, to be removed
he uterus in a very obstinate case of menorrhagia next day. The improvement was marked on her

Proceeding from large vascular granulations in the fourth visit, and on this, her sixth, I found there had
å .vity Of the enlarged organ. The strongest phar- been a little bleeding once during the week, whilst

acoPoeial solution of the perchloride of iron forcing away a very costive motion. The ulcer
d eclg in fact iron dissolved in pure acid) was in- was perceptibly smaller, and free from slough, the
d etted into the open uterine cavity, and a piece of circumference of the vagina having contracted con-

Sge soaked in the solution left there for twenty- siderably around it, A small quantity of oil like
four hours. This treatment was perfectly suc- pus lay in the vagina ; but the examination still
cessful, and I viewed with surprise the efficient caused the ulcer to bleed slightly. The ulcer was
Way in which the soft and vascular growths were again bathed with the strong perchloride, and she
de

estoyed, while the normal structures of the uterus returned home expressing herself as twice as strong
ald vagina were but little inconvenienced, and as when she first called upon me, and very much
certainly not eroded. Since that time, I have been relieved from the local misery.
accustomed to use this solution in many cases of Case ii. - Mrs. R., aged 36, an innkeeper,
caneer of the uterus ; and, having promised our with several children, the last 7 years old, com-
ecretary to read a few notes at this meeting regard- menced to have menorrhagia, and the ordinary

ts usefulness in my hands, I jotted down the symptoms of cancer of the womb, nearly a year ago.

stones of the following cases, being the case of She began to attend my office four months ago,
cer in which I used it in my consulting-rooms and was found to have a large, soft, bleeding epi-

urlg the week succeeding the day I made that thelioma, covering the swollen and apparently de-
Pro1se. I stroyed vaginal parts of the uterus, and extending
ecase I.-Mrs. B., aged 36, a shopkeeper, mar- along the front wall of the vagina to within an inch

five years, without children, was a strong and a half of the orifice of the urethra. She came
werful woman until fourteen months ago, when in a cab, and her linen was drenched with blood.
SWas seized with menorrhagia, followed by the She was exceedingly anæmic, with daily hæmor-

caul sanious discharges and other symptoms of rhage, and was evidently in the last stage of the
acerous ulceration. She came to my office about disease, the sore bleeding on the least examination.

a eeks ago, anæmic to the last degree, from A large piece of cotton-wool, soaked in the per-
01ost constant hæmorrhage and putrid discharge. chloride, was placed over the diseased part, and
0, examination, the mouth and neck of the uterus the vagina was stuffed with tow. On her second
bere found destroyed, and their place occupied visit a week afterwards, the hæmorrhage had almost

0a large, deep, sloughing, cancerous sore. ceased ; the sanious putrid discharge was much

as e body of the uterus felt greatly enlarged, and lessened, and, though there was a little change to

q* hard as a cricket-ball, whilst the vagina was be seen in the appearance of the sore, the finger

te te free from disease. Profuse hæmorrhage at- felt it to be less fungoid and pultaceous in consis-
coded the examination. The sore was filled with tence, and less blood followed the examination.

ton-Wool soaked in the solution of the perchlo- I may here remark that the fungoid sores were so

f , and the vagina stuffed with tow. She came extensive as to make it utterly impossible to use
tha distance by rail, and was ordered to remove any speculum, and the oiled finger of myself and

her or allow the lady who accompani- assistant had to be used to open the vagina and

2'73THE CANADA LANCET.
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make the necessary exanination and applications.
Th e same examination was made weekly during
the nine successive visits, by which time she had
regained much of her lost strength, walking a con-
siderable distance to my rooms, and experiencing
but little pain or inconvenience, except in passing
urine and fæeces. The hæmorrhage had ceased
after the third. application ; the foul sanious dis-
charge had given place to a scanty oil-like purulent
matter without smell ; the fungoid vaginal sore
was healed, or rather, converted into a thick nod-
ulated, gristly, cicatricial substance, covered with a
/thin smooth membrane, whilst the deepest part,
that corresponding to the uterus, alone presented
a chick-like ulcerated surface. It was difficult to
see or reach the deepest part, on account of the
remarkable contraction that had taken place in the
calibre of the vagina, which, from being very capa-
cious and soft, admitting several fingers, had be-
come changed to a rigid tube, that would scarcely
allow more than one finger to pass along the upper
part of the canal. At this period, some of the
children became ill of fever, and she did not visit
me for six weeks, having gone through much fatigue
in nursing them. On again examining her this
week, on her return, I found she was again suffer-
ing from a recurrence of the hemorrhage, consequ-
ent, as she asserted, upon the menstrual flow ; and
1 found also that the disease had again opened out
the deepest part of the cicatrix, and formed an ir-
regular foul ulcer nearly the size of a crown-piece.
The front piece of the cicatrix remained in much
the same condition. I covered the sore with wool
soaked in the perchloride, and warned her against
such negligent attendance in future.

Case iii.-Mrs. B., aged 46, a stout healthy-
looking lady from the country, the mother of
several children, called upon me about a year ago,
having slight discharge and bleedings in the inter-
vals between the monthly periods, as well as exces-
sive monthly flow. Her other symptoms were so
slight, that ber husband, who was also a patient,
had difficulty in pursuading her to see me. The
mouth and neck of the uterus were found to be red
and raw-looking, bleeding on the slightest touch,
also hard and considerably enlarged, and there
was an ulcerated crack at the orifice of the organ-
She attended my rooms once a week for about two
months. Lunar caustic was applied at first ; but,
as it produced little change, the perchloride was
used a few times with such good effect, that, con
sidering herseif quite well, she did not return to
see me until to-day, when, she tells me, the bleed-
ings have again returned lately, and she feels a
heavy uncomfortable weight in the uterine region.
On examination, the whole organ is found greatly
enlarged and veryhard, being evidently infiltrated
with scirrhous disease. The old ulcer is again
open, bleeds freely on examination, and there is
considerable discharge. The perchloride has
been applied.

1

I have always used the strong
pharmacopeial solution undiluted, as I have 0
used it to secure a caustic action. It causes
little pain. At first, I applied it on a piece.
sponge or lint ; but finally found cotton-W0 1 oo
answer best, as it sucks up any quantity that
be required, parts with it easily, and can be 0
ed imto any form, so as to fill a cavity or co
over a growth- It has happened occasionally t
I have found the cotton-wool still adherent 
the sore a week or more after its application, aV4
when removed, it has* always a black or chocolat
coloured mass, frequently quite solid, front
quantity of blood or albuminous matter absow
in its meshes and clotted therein ; indeed, 0d
patient gravelv told me she had passed a so
brown egg a few days after one of her visits.
doubt it was the hardened wool, although she
clared she had cleared out the vagina the day
her visit.

I have kept no record of all the cases I h
treated with the perchloride ; but, as I have
ally had six or eight under treatment at one
I must have used it in twenty or thirty cases,
its beneficial influence has been so marked, tha
would strongly recommend its trial in suitab
cases.-British Med. 7ournal

SMALL-POX AND REVACCINATION-

A report of the small pox Hospital, Blackwe
Island, in the New York ilfedical Yournal, Of
ruary 1875, states that one of the most interestIe
facts brought out by the hospital cases is, the
of vaccination as a preventive. The vaccine
of childhood is of no value, unless repeated at 1
tervals of three years. This is proved by the
that all, or nearly all, of the cases have good PC t
marks ; though, at the same time, it is true
the cicatrix does not prove the validity of the
cination. Again, the fact of having had the
ease does not preclude the possibility of a
taking it, and should not preclude the necesitt st
revaccination. It not unfrequently happens
a patient enters who is strongly pitted ; ad tc
patient in Jersey City Charity Hospital had i
disease three times. The strongest argurnelt tbe
favour of frequent revaccination is that, of ep J
cases under observation, not one can be fo i
who has been successfully revaccinated withio CeO
years ; and there are only a few even who0
vaccinated four years ago. But while this is et
sidered a rule, it is not without its exceptionte
case is mentioned of a child who was vaccindi
successfully at a dispensary on the east side, ane
a year from that time took small-pox. Ate s
interesting fact occasionally noticed in hosP' te
that small-pox and cow-pox run their course
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e in the same patient, each entirely unin- venient to preserve milk in this manner, always
yaced by the presence of the other.-Brit. Med. taking care to boil it just before using, in order to

al. drive off the chloroform.-The Medical Press and

Circular.

fjkAN DISEASE: TAPPING: CURE:
;UBSEQUENT ACCOUCHMENT. M

age •lB. consulted me five inonths after ber m2ar- t

s to her condition, which, to outward ap- i

advance seemed to be that of a woman far s
or thed iri pregnancy. As she had some doubt s
e subject, I proposed seeing her at home for a
W Mlation. The non-existence of pregnancy t

Of Otdificult to diagnose, and, for confirmation r
her t Opinion that the swelling was ovaria1, I sent r

*iews lur. Cadge, who kindly offered, if it met my
erseito take ber into the hospital. The patient

S e as unwilling, and time passed on, till the
ge1erIg of the body had increased so much, her
beco health was so impaired, ber emaciation had
that SO 4°ogreat and her breathing so distressing,
b 'aelef in some way was urgent. Mr. Cadage

for a season, Dr. Beverley saw ber in

t ation with me, and it was determined that
tg should at once be resorted to. The result

EXTERNAL USE OF TURPENTINE IN THE TREAT-
ENT 0F TONsILI'rs.-In the Leavenwborth Medical
oOrnal, Dr. S. H. Roberts strongly recommends

S-f tlir entine externallv in tonsilitis. IHe

olds the flannel to four thicknesses, wrings it out
n hot water, and pours oil of turpentine over a

pot the size of a silver dollar. The flannel is then
pplied over the sub-parotid region, and the fomen-

ation continued as long as it can be borne. After

emoval, a dry flannel is applied, and the same

egion rubbed with turpentine every two hours.
[his application is continued daily till résolution
ccurs. The doctor believes, from the evidence of

h s long experience, that thus applied early in the

lisease the oil of turpentine bas almost a specifit

effect in tonsilitis. That its action is not simply
that of an irritant, lie bas proved by employing
mustard, croton oil, tr. iodine, etc., in the salme
class of cases. They always failed to dimihish the
inflammation of the tonsils,while the turpentide'suc-
ceeded.

iX ptying ot tie cyst of tnree and a hal
Sof a greenis yellow, somewhat glairyURIC ACID IN THE TREATMENT F Bos-

wa The usual conipress with the flannel roer Dr. Madison March, of Fort Hudson, La., say, in

W afterwards. She recovered without the Medical and Surgical Reporter, that boils and

ail ntPward symptom, and no reaccumulation ut other analogous affections are treated by him with

aft tok place. I visited her some months sulphuric acid, which he regards as almost a speci-

a ter ods and found er s ale and hearty, that fic. He has used the acid with constant success
h did ars , and she had harty, that for five-and-twenty years. " As soon as the patient
eridelitY our nd she h e me of applies for relief," he says, " I put an adult on

Pred l) and this time there was no doubt of ber elixir vitriol, 20 drops three times a day, in a glass
riae, a t t trof sweetened water, one hour before meals, previous-

on P acy. She was delivered of a healthy childon
ho cbruary 2She af d r a ealoth l y smearing the teeth well with fresh butter or

hS dray and, aftpr a natural labour of twelve chewing a piece of fat pork, for a sure protection
ha Uration, and, up to the present date (25th), t h et sn h utrfrpoetoi

r'«ade a -good recovery. The tapping took to the teetb. Using the butter for protection, if

Place i .ago recvr. yThe Bring took the teeth are subsequently washed with a solution
uly 18 7 2.--Dr. Day in the British Med. of soda bicarb, a heaping tea-spoonful to a glass

of water. In the use of sulphuric acid in this way,
the boil (or crop) then on hand will soon melt
away, and there will be but one effort to return

MILK KEPT BY CHLOROFORM. before they will finally disappear, no more to re-

appear. The acid should be kept up in ten-drop
a ht rnilk can be kept sweet by the addition of doses for at least two weeks after the boils have

chloroform is a suggestion for which we disappeared. To assist in their local treatment, to

add . thank Mr. Barnes, of London. When effect a speedy cure and afford relief frôm pain and

fèedr i ufficient quantity to fresh milk, the lactic soreness, I apply a piece of comni adhesive
o entation is prevented. To two eight fluid plaster cut round, sufliciently large to covr

twe resh milk was added respectively, ten thestumour to the extent of the areola, clippmi the

in tventy miinims of chloroform ; they were kept edges so that it will set smooth ; or a little shoe-

fivarm place, and occasionally agitated ; -after maker's wax spread on a cloth will do just as well.

daYs had elapsed, that containing ten minims I have made this application to saddle boils, and

sedevelçoped lactic acid in quantities sufficient to next day rode in the saddle very comfortably, 'tht

teprat the caseine, whilst that containing twenty boil progressing to maturity with very little paint,
Mained fresh and good. It might be found con- ana sometimes effecting aù abortiÔn at' onee.
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" In this connection I have read in your Peri- deal of irritation had been set up ; the massscope a very interesting and scientific article on the hot and semi-solid; the child was feverish, andsulphites of soda, potash and calcium, as an anti- the discharge semi-purulent. The tube was 10dote for all these ills of humanity. And now, removed, and a linseed poultice applied. Withiîl
right here let me suggest, perhaps the chemical a week three separate collections of matter wereplay of affinities in nature's chemical laboratory evacuated by the aid of the lancet ; fever subsidecd,may evolve the sulphites in the same way that a dry pad was applied with daily increasing pres'chloral amateurs claim that chloral hydrate is sure and the rapid decrease of the enlargelet.
metamorphosed in the blood to chloroform."-New No trace of it now is perceptible, and the child isRemedies. perfectly well.-The Laneet.

ON HYDROCELE OF THE NECK.

BY SAMPSON GAMGEE, F.R.S.E., BIRMINGHAM.

In March last year, Mrs. D , from Wolver-
hampton, called on me with her youngest child, a
healthy-looking boy two years old, who had a tumor
on the left side of his neck. The growth was
noticed very soon after birth, and had steadily in-
creased to its present size. When the clothes
were removed, I found a round smooth mass occu-
pying the whole left side of the neck, and project-
ing over the clavicle on to the upper part of the
pectoral region. Fluctuation and transluency
being very distinct, I introduced a trocar at the
most dependent part in front, and drew off nearly
a pint of pale, straw-colored, and richly albumin-
ous liquid. After closing the aperture with styptic
colloid, and applying a cotton-wool compress, I
requested to be informed of the progress of the
case. I heard nothing of it for eight months.
When the child was again brought to me last De-
cember, the tumor was larger than when first seen,
and the contents, though still liquid, had under-
gone a bloody change. The mass was no longer
translucent, and the skin was uniformly bluish. I
introduced two ordinary-sized drainage tubes from
back to front, at a distance of a couple of inches,and applied a tenax compress. A considerable
quantity of reAdish fluid oozed through the tubes,but as days elapsed the mass did not perceptibly
lessen, and it became evident that something more
must be done to effect a radical cure. Dissection
has proved that these congenital cystic growths in
the neck are under the fascia ; and in the particu-
lar case entire removal would only have been
possible after a dissection attended with risk.
With a vie w to effect a cure with the utmost safety,
I removed the two small drainage-tubes, and while
my friend and colleague, Dr. Mackey, administer-
ed chloro form, I made an incision on the anterior
aspect, a little below the middle line of the tumor,and pus hed into its centre an india-rubber drainage-
tube, t wo inches long and a quarter of an inch in
diameter ; the anterýor extremity of the tube pro-
jected slightly from the wound, and was kept in
position by a loop of thread on each side secured
by adhesive plaster. At the end of a week a great

THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

An important meeting of the Council of the
College of Surgeons was held last Thursday.
letter from Mr. Hilton, resigning his seat as
Member of the Court of Examiners, was read, a6
duly accepted.

The provisions of the Enabling Bill were theo
discussed. The object of this Bill is, we belie'
to ask Parliament to enable the College to c0

operate with other examining bodies in condUct'
ing the examination required for the qualificatio0
to register, and to make it lawful for the Coun'l
of the College to enact a bye-law that no person
shall be admitted as a Fellow or Member, or L'
centate of Midwifery at the College, unless, o
addition to the examination required for such
diploma, he shall have passed a joint examinatin
for qualification to be registered, and complied
with such conditions relating thereto as may be
agreed upon between the College and the exaflh'
ing bodies with which it co-operates. Everyone
who passes the joint examination will receive frlo*
the College letters testimonial to him of his qual'6
cation to practice the art and science of surgeil,
on receiving which he shall be a member of the
College subject to existing regulations, provisi015'
and bye-laws- The Council, however, reserves
the power to elect to Fellowship without exanifa-
tion any members who, if the Act had not passedi
would be or might be eligible for such electioln, Or
any fellows or members or licentiates of the RoY3
Colleges of Surgeons of Ireland and of Edinburgh
and of the Faculty of Physicians of Glasgow, Who
shall at the time be bond fide in practice as surgeon
in England or Wales.-The Lancet.

TREATMENT 0F WHOOPING-CUG.-Wild cIaio
that he can cure every case of whooping-cOugb
within eight days by the following treatment : The
patient is not to leave the room, and at everY
cess of coughing is to hold before his mouth a stai
piece of cloth folded several times, and wet w1 ith
teaspoonful of the following solution : Ether, 60
parts; chloroform, 30 parts ; turpentine, I part.
Deutches Archiv. f: Klin. Med. Alig. Wien.
Zts.% 45, 1874.
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CENT THERAPEUTIc REMEDIES.-Mr. W. the abdomen is a rare event. The mischievous
ehb.sel Griffiths (Medical and Surgical Reporter,) opiate enemata and the torturing turpentine stupes
lee .ited to the Surgical Society of Ireland a col- have disappeared together. He believes one of

detoe Of specimens of certain remedies, and the main reasons why we have less diarrhea than
a Cribed, succinctly, the characters, properties, formerly is, that we carefully abstain from the em-
pe.uses of each of the drugs exhibited. The ployment of irritating drugs of all kinds. As a

Indiil ens shown comprised, 1. Goa t'owder, the rule, a fever patient at King's has the "yellow

paYan remedy for ringworm, recommended by Dr. mixture," which is simply colored water ; and ex-

frer. 2. Cundurango bark, the vaunted specific cept an occasional dose of chloral to procure sleep
3. cancer, but which on trial had proved a failure. and a tonic during convalescence, no active nedi-
pUJ arana, obtained from the Brazilian plant, cines of any kind. These patients are fed mainly
healna Sorbilis; so often found useful in sick with milk, .with the addition of beef-tea and two
ý adache, and also strongly recommended by Mr. raw eggs in the twenty-four hours, and wine or

we son, of Carlow, in cases of lumbago and brandy in quantities varying according to the
tu atic affections of muscular and fibrous urgency of the symptoms of exhaustion, espectally

theures. 4 Rharnnus frangula, a decoction of in the advanced stages of the disease ; but in many
a ark of which was stated to be an agreeable of the milder cases, and especially in the case of
d.erent. 5. 7aborandi, the new sialagogue and children, no alcoholic stimulants are required from

eoretic. Mr. Griffiths had personally experi- the beginning to the end of the fever, and when not

witht with this drug, taking an infusion made required they are of course, says Dr. J., best with-
forty grains of the leaves, and had experienced held. He gives no irritating drugs of any kind,

to aarked degree the diaphoretic effects ascribed and has no doubt that the comparative infrequency

the e drug. 6. Boldo, lately introduced as a tonic. of severe and obstinate diarrha among his enteric

are eaves of this plant, a native of South America, fever patients during the last few years, is partly

Whi ftudded on their surface with hrge glands, attributable to the discontinuance of mineral acid
ca furnish the active principle of the drug. 7. treatment.-The Clinic.

feb ,'Y globulus, recommended also as a tonic,
be ge and anti- periodic, the leaves of the plant RETROVERSION.-Dr. Averling records in the

g the officinal part. Obstetrical _yournal the following anecdote : The

SSMPLE METHOD OF REDUCING THE DISLO-
OF THE FOREARM BACKWARDs.-Dr. Alex-

of er Murray writes to the New York Med. Record
they 1, 1874, that he has reduced five cases of
bee above-mentioned dislocation by the method to

described.
DPOse the dislocated arm to be the left. Dr.

aterray takes a position at the outside of the dislo-
to th armi, and places the palm of his right hand
eache Patient's left, dove-tailing his fingers between
k of the patient's. In this way, a firm hold is
4iaured for extension. He then places his elbow

aa _flfrun and for counter-extension on the fore-
er front and against the lower end of the hu-

bak, and by a steady pressure downward and
tow ard, and at the same time flexing the forearm
board the shoulder, in a few minutes the luxated
Caties slip into their natural places. Other dislo-

et1 sOf the elbow can be reduced by the same

ary 1oIn FEvER.-Il the Practitioner for Janu-
of t r George Johnson says that in the treatment
p>r Phoid fever careful nursing and feeding are of
'in ary importance, while, as a rule, no medi-

,tot r f any kind are required, and when
Ù. required they are often worse than useless.
th rr1 is a less frequent sy eptom than before
f4r an Was adopted, and when it does occur it is

Ore tractable, while tympanitic distension of

postural treatment of retroversion consists in ying
or reclining upon the sides, or, still better, upon

the face. Prostration also is an admirable attitude.
A remarkable anecdote in support of this is told of
a lady suffering from retroversion, who made her
complaint the subject of prayer, and was surprised
to find it answered only whilst she was upon her
knees. All pain ceased during the devotional act
-that is, when she unconsciously adopted the
proper prostural treatment.-Ihe Doctor.

OINTMENT FOR Sycosis. - Dr. S. Smith, of
New London, Ct., sends us the following formula
for an ointment, which he has used for several
years, with unvarying success, in the cure of this
intractable affection :

1W Acid tannic ........... gr xv.
Sulphur................ gr. xij.
Aquæ rose.........-- .... 3 ijss.

Apply a quantity the size of a pea to the affect-
ed spot'every morning and nght.

OZŒNA.-At the Detroit Medical Society Dr.
Lathrop related a case of ozœna, in which the

patient found complete relief in the persistent use
of new milk and common salt. About a teaspoon-
ful of salt was disolved in a pint of milk. The
remedy is one that commends itself to notice by
its simplicity.
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ALOPECIA SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY

LOCAL STIMULANTS.

Case i was that of a married man, aged 54, with
a large family of perfectly healthy children. He
had always enjoyed good health until about a year
previously, when he experienced a sudden and
severe nervous shock. Shortly afterwards, he first
noticed symptoms of baldness, his hair becoming
thinner and falling off, particularly over the head ;
so much so, that in a fev weeks his scalp presented
a perfectly white and shiny appearance, with no
vestige of hair left, rendering the use of a wig
necessary. The disease continued gradually to
spread, until the whole of his body was more or
less implicated. When he applied to me, be stated
that he had been under treatment for some months,
but with no benefit ; and, to use his own words,
" had been discharged as incurable." On making
a careful examination of his body, I found a
condition of almost general alopecia to exist, the
skin having a uniform white, smooth, and shiny
appeararice. I put him under a strictly nutritious
and digestible dietary, and prescribed tonics to
improve his general health. Locally to the scalp
I païnted on some blistered fluid, repeating the
applièation once a fortnight, and ordered the follow-
ing lotion; carbonate of ammonia one drachm,
tincture of èapsicum one drachm, rectified spirit one
ounce, glycerine one ounce, and rose-water to eight
ounces, to be applied freely over the body night
and mornmg. For two months I could distinguish
no appreciable improveinent in his condition ; but
after that period, new hair, very silky and quite
white, began srowly to grow, and became thicker
and stronger until the body and head assumed all
the appearance of health, being well covered with
hair over the different regions, although the colour,
of that hair, originally dark brown, was now per-
manently quite white. In this condition be was
discharged as cured after seven months' treatment.
About three months afterwards I met him, and he
stated that he had experienced no return of the
disease in any way. I may here observe that, in
this man's case, there was no history of acquired or
congenital syphilis, or, in fact, any apparent cause
for the disease beyond the shock he mentioned.

Case i was that of a married woman, aged 32,
with five childreh, who applied to me With alopecia
circumscripta of two years' standing. Her husband
and children appeared quite healthy, and she
stated that she had never known a day's illness,
and that the disease seemed in no way to affect her
general health. I could obtain no information as
to- the origin of the disease, and there was no
evidence of any constitutional disturbance that
cotld have caused it. The scalp, upon examination,
presented a series of white, smooth, - ivory-like

patches, bound irregularly by healthy hair. This
case was treated upon the same principle as the
former, the blistering fluid being applied at intervals
of three weeks, although not with the same speedY
effect, as, from the soreness of the scalp, the treat-
ment had to be stayed from time to time. The
disease also appeared to be more intractable, it
reing upwards of seventeen months before she Was'
discharged thoroughly recovered.

As to the causes of alopecia, Nayler, in his work
upon Diseases of the Skin, assumes theïm to bc
numerous, particularly in women, viz. : parturitiOn,
and some fevers, especially typhoid and scarlet.
Also, after any serious affliction it may occur, or
after acute rheumatism ; but this last cause is more
frequent in men. Moreover, it may, in both sexes
frequently appear as a result of syphilis, either
constitutional or acquired. In his remarks UpOn
treatment, Nayler highly recommends the use O
stimulating lotions and blisters, and my own ee'
perience of this treatment has proved ITost
successful.-The Brit. Med. Sournal.

CYANIDES IN RHEUMATIs.-M. Lutton of Rheii'O
(Bull. Gén de Thérap.) extols the cyanides il'
acute articular rheumatism. He has used zinc aid'
potassium cyanides. The first is a white inodordS
tasteless powder, insoluble in water, but probably
soluble by the gastric juice. M. Lutton admil''
ters 1 grains daily, either in pill or suspended bY
mucilage. The cyanide of potassium is more active'
is administered in maximum doses of from 1 tO 21
grains, preferably in silvered pills on account of it
disagreeable flavor. M. Lutton reports many case
and affirms that it is certain that cyanides cure
acute articular rheumatism in its fundamental folr'
and its diverse transformations. They cure b
shortening the duration of the disease in a maJkea
manner, and by diminishing the risks of complica
tions.-The Clinic.

FoRMUL.E FOR THE TROUBLESOMI> CoUGI! 0
PH1THISI:-

B. Potassii bromidi,
Potassæ chloratis, aa g iss.
Ammoniæ muriatis,)
Syrup. tolutani g iv. M.

Tablespoonful every two or three hours.
Z. Tincturæ opii camphorate, 3 1.;

" belladonn, 3 i.;
" hyoscyami, 3 ij.;

Spiritus Lavendulæe comp., 3 i. M.
Ten drops on a lump of loaf sugar every hotl'

until cough is relieved.-Charity Hospital,
York.
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1IYPODERMIC MEDICATION.

If any instance were required to be cited, to
e that Medicine is a progressive art, command-

the highest order of scientific knowledge,
thsol'g powers and inventive skill, and requiring

anQst patient observation and untiring research
to eaPeriment, the fact of the great advances
Cferred by hypodermic medication might be put

far'd. The history of the discovery of the method

Dt Gjecting medicines subcutaneously, illustrates
ent labour and improvement step by step,

raher than a brilliant immediate achievement.

hOMe of the latest applications of the method,
the ever might serve as admirable illustrations of

p rilliant triumphs achieved where the reasoning
Wers guide the path of discovery and experiment.

hyA very interesting summary of the history of
p Podermic medication appeared in a series of

e lately contributed to the London Lancet, by
SCullingworth of Manchester, in which the

Al es and processes resorted to, before Dr.

a Wood made use of what is now known
rhe hypodermic syringe, are traced in progressive

i '. The object of nearly all the early

ape-tigators, was the relief of neuralgia by the direct
aatision of narcotics to the painful part. Lembert

jeesieur in 1824 applied blisters over a neural-
pot and sprinkled rnorphia over the surface

rerived of its epidermis. In 1836 Lafargue, by
of a lancet puncture, inoculated morphia.

Afoerwards a grooved needle was used to convey

phia, In suspension; and Langenbeck devised
ort of spoon or scoop partially covered over,
erewith to introduce morphia beneath the skin.

I'hen Rynd, of Dubliný employed a needle and
canula, the needle being withdrawn after making
the puncture, and a concentrated solution of morphia
poured into a little opening in the side of the
canula, and allowed to run down into the tissues.
Dr. Wood's crowning discovery was made in 1853,
when, having occasion to use one of the little

syringes made by Ferguson, for injecting the solution
of perchloride of iron into a nævus, it struck him

that this was just the instrument wanted for injecting
morphia subcutaneously, and he determined to try
it in the next case of neuralgia that presented itself.
The opportunity soon came, the experiment was a

success, and the practice of hypodermic medication
thenceforward came to be established. Charles
Hunter afterwards proved that the influence of

remedies injected subcutaneously is not local, but is

exercised throughout the general system, and that
consequently the relief will be the same, however
far away from the afflicted nerve the narcotic be
introduced. This discovery widened the field of
hypodermic medication, and led to the use of
various agents, as ergot, quinine, etc., for the arrest
of hemorrhage and the cure of intermittent fever.

Of the value of ergot as thus employed in arresting
hemorrhage, some striking instances have been
published. Rapidity of action is one of the merits
of the hypodermic method, and in alarming
hemorrhages we can by means of injected ergotine
save time,as well excel the efficiency of other agents.
Ergotine is the name given to a concentrated ex-
tract of secale cornutum. Hemoptysis, hematuria,
and limatemesis have been thus controlled through
the speedy and special action of ergot on the vaso-
motor system. The parturient action of ergot may
also be obtained by means of hypodermic injection.
Dr. Clifford Allbutt has declared that there is a great
difference in the effect of morphia given hypo-
dermically and when taken by the mouth, and the
same is claimed for ergot. By preference, hypo-
dermics of ergot, have been resorted to for expelling
submucous fibroid tumours of the uterus.

The injection of quinine has not as yet come into
much favour, and until some further advances are
derived from experiments we shall probably go on
treating intermittents by the old methods.

Belladonna is injected subcutaneously under the
form of atropine and its salts. In the late cholera
epidemic in the Mississippi Valley, sulphate of
atropine in combination with morphia was injected
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hypodermically with beneficial and encouraging
resuits, in alleviating spasms and allaying vomiting
and purging. No doubt this plan will be thoroughly
tested in succeeding epidemics.

A fresh advance-and one gained by triumphing
over certain obstacles-is the injection of mercury
for the cure of syphilis. Corrosive sublimate
which was first employed to this end, had such an
irritant and powerful local action, that it might be
concluded that it was unfit for such a purpose.
The early experiments in injecting this agent, were
attended by the production of abcesses, but the
quantity injected was steadily lessened until it
has been found that the daily injection of fifteen
minims of a solution containing one grain to the
ounce--equal to the thirty-second part of a grain-
will. exercise a constitutional effect and cure syphilis
without the production of abscesses. Since it
became evident that mercury could be efficiently
employed by means of injections, much skill and
ingenuity have been exercised in trying to find a
mode of introducing larger doses of mercurial pre-
parations with the view of more rapidly curing
syphilis, (for the larger the quantity of mercury in-
troduced into the system per diem the more rapid
the cure) and at the same time of avoiding irritant
effects, and the production of abscesses. Thus it
has been found, that the addition of morphia to the
solution of perchloride of mercury lessens its
irritant action, and enables a larger quantity to be
injected without much greater risk of producing
abscesses. This is the plan practised by Lewin of
Berlin, who injeots one-eight of a grain daily. It
has been extensively employed in Berlin, Paris,
and Vienna, and is asserted to be the most rapid
method of curing syphilis now practised. Experi-
menters are trying other preparations of mercury.
Staubuses the albuminous solution of corrosive subli-
matein alkaline chlorides, free fromacidity and desti-
tute of the power of coagulating the albumen of the
blood. This is asserted to be much less irritant in its
local action than the:simple solution. In Paris, the
double iodide of mercury and sodium has been
tried. Mr. Cullingworth, whose papers in the
Lancet we have already referred to, uses the
bicyanide of mercury, and finds it more satisfactory
than any other salt. Three grains of bicyanide are
dissolved in an oune of water containing a little
glycerine. Fifteen minims of this solution are
injected in the upper arm, or the gluteal region.

There is little or no pain, and the local effects, he
says, are " reduced to absolute insignificance."

The general practitioner who employs the hyP'
dermic method, will find the earliest uses of the
instrument by far the most common and justifiable.
There is no prompter method of administering a'
anodyne than by the hypodermic syringe. In in'
veterate neuralgia, in painful nervous dysmenOrr-
hœa, and other allied affections calling for the
administration of a narcotic, the hypodermic inject'
ion of morphia gives the promptest relief. Although
peculiarly applicable in cases of gastric disturbance,
it nevertheless is apt to produce nausea wheo
given in a full dose, just as morphia does wheo
given by the mouth. Its calmative effects, however,
soon follow. These are so decided as to have
overcome the popular prejudices at first roused
against the plan.

The acetate of morphia is much to be preferred
for hypodermic use, it is more soluble in water
than the other preparations, and so enables S
more concentrated solution to be made, whereby
the time employed in injecting is diminished, and
the painful tension of the subcutaneous cellular
tissue produced by injecting a large quantitY Of
solution, is avoided. The addition of sulphate Of
atropine is said to increase the calmative effect of
the morphia and at the same time to lessen its
constipating property. The following foriUîl
may be used :-(i) Acetate of morphia, one grail
pure water, six minims. Inject three minimns-'
equal to half a grain. (2) Acetate of morphia, ten
grains ; sulphate of atropine, one grain ; water
sixty minims. Inject three minims. More dilute
solutions than those may be used without produciI'
much greater pain or inconvenience.

There is evidently a greater field widening,
a brighter future opening up, for hypodermic rxed'
ication. Its uses are sure to be extended. Th
study therefore of these advances in medicine jS
to be commended to every earnest practitioner'
It is well to have improvements and advances l1
medical art ; but it is still better to have the advw
tages arising therefrom widely diffused. The
hypodermic syringe ought to be as common in the
doctor's armamentarium as the lancet used to be
Unlike the latter the syringe has not gained the
opprobrium of being "a tiny means of mighty
mischief," but is rather gaining in usefulness,
popularity and approval every day.
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TOLERATION.

e members of the Birmingham Medical
sttute, have had under discussion the position

ot.nmœopaths, and the propriety ofaccepting
tIns from,or admitting them into the Institute.

ýtr1ibutions for thesupportof areferencelibrary the i

k g Objects of the Institute) had been received

1<j lany townspeople, both professional and lay,
among others, some professed Homœopaths

er contributed largely-and the contributions
te accepted. This of course opened the way for
ta admission. Mr. Baker the chairman of the

littee, having the affair chiefly in hand, in
g the adoption of the report, after recapitulat-

1f th e circumstances which led to the establishment
f 1te 1 fstitute, and the objects for which it was

1ed, said that one of the members of the

aho Tittee incautiously accepted a donation from
opath-orrather the donation was announced

th4 Personally he (Mr. Baker) did not know that

rt t a any more sin in accepting a donation

Dr. ]Blake than from his friend Mr. Chance,

gave £2oo. The donation involved nothing
he b a free gift. No secret was made of it, and
the elieved it was a very kind and proper act on

the Part Of Dr. Blake. This, however, gave rise to

withhought in his mind-What was to be done

Wba.t the homeopaths ? It was true they followed
fan e considered to be a phantasm, a sort of

Wi theory, involving a far-fetched definition,
but awould not bear physiological investigation ;

ed' fter al] the question was this--Were they
reIcal men? In turning over the homœopathic

tertfor they had one-he found that every
qu Practising homeopathy in this country had his

A fcations-and, further, on looking into the'
Which have since become very common

to oery, he found that their corporations were
tPttehlled to acknowledge those gentlemen, and
Ithey could not, because they pursued a diverse
h e Of thought or treatment, divest them of the
hars Which they had attained, some of them

g taken rather high honors in the different
tersities. Nevertheless, he felt that while they

admit that those gentlemen were properly,
1til the sOme cases highly-qualified medical men,

the ere ould be no unity of discussion between
.ut the next thought that occurred to him

this. They were not going to have any

liscussion ; they were forming a reference library
-and hoped to have lectures, and if those gentle-
nen were disposed to come, let them. He there-
ore came to the decision that the homœopaths who
vere qualified-and that simply involved the whole
)f them-must be received as members of the
nstitute if they applied.

Mr. O. Pemberton after referring to the action
ie took twenty years ago, when it was wished that
a series, of experiments should be tried at the
General Hospital, said he maintained the sentiments
then as he did now, that as long as the homeopaths
bore a name which distinguished them from the
rest of the profession they had no claim to that
professional intercourse which they extended to
others. When that distinctive name ceased he
should be one of the first to hold out the right
hand of professional fellowship to them. What he
believed to be the error into which the committee
of thirteen gentlemen fell, was in never having
called a meeting of the profession, at which the
question of the reception of the donations, or the
admission of homeopathic practitioners into the
institute could be discussed. He complained that
the larger voice of the profession had never been
asked upon the subject. He had thought it his
duty to bring the matter before the profession, and
for that purpose he chose their mutual organ, 4he
Lancet. He selected that organ because he deemed
it more suitable than the public prints. It might
suit some to select those vehicles, and it might
suit some behind the scenes, to suggest comments
in them on letters which had not appeared in their
columns, but it did not suit him. He did not
consider it the proper vehicle in which to conduct
a correspondence of ·this kind, which had a direct
interest for the medical profession only, and should
be conducted in their organs. He concluded his
remarks by moving the following amendment.

" That this meeting regrets that the original
committee of the Birmingham Institute did not
call a special meeting of the profession before they
accepted donations from professed homœopaths, and
thereby permitting a committee only to decide so
grave a question."

This was seconded by Mr. Archer. The next
speaker was Dr. Heslop, who said he had changed
his convictions materially, within the last 2o years,
in regard to gentlemen holding opinions different
from his own. He no longer thought it right or
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proper to persecute those, who held different views
from himself. He sustained the position of the
Committee. He acknowledged that he accepted
the donation from Dr. Blake, and he glorified in
having done so. He laid the blame on Mr.
Pemberton, for not having, when the first meeting
was called, raised the question of the reception of
the homeopaths He ridiculed the idea of Mr.
Pemberton attempting for a moment to close a
library against anybody for a difference of opinion.
He asked them to consider, whether the present was
a moment for them to tell the public of Birmingham
that they were all right and sound, and that those
gentlemen who differed from them were all wrong
and unsound. Was it a moment when they could
say that all on one side of a certain line was true
and all on the other side was untrue ? For any
man who knew anything whatever of the present
state of therapeutics to dare to say that all was right
which they professed, and all was wrong which the
homœopaths professed, was an act of audacity which
could only be excused by ignorance. The fact that
he could not meet a Homœopath iii the treatment
of a case, was no reason why he should show the
smallest intolerance to a man who was as competent
as himself; who might turn out in the progress of
science to be more true ; and whom he knew from
personal acquaintance be to as honest. He asked
them to add another page to the history of tolera-
tion ; to add another to the honourable records of
that famous town ; and he besought them to be true
not to the worst, but to th e best traditions of their
honorable profession. The amendment was then
put, and lost by 64 votes against 36, after which
the original motion was passed.

In the meantime Dr. Dudgeon, the English
translator of Hahnemann's Organon, comes out in a
letter to the Lancet renouncing the name " Homœo-
path," and acknowledging that he avails himself of
all the resources of therapeutics including homoo-
pathy. If all the so-called homœopathists would
follow the example of Dr. Dudgeon, and discontinue
the assumption of a naine intended to distinguish
them from the general body of the profession, the
objection to associating with them in societies, and
to meeting them in consultation would soon
fall to the ground. We are not sorry that this
little episode has taken place, as such occurrences
do more good in bringing about what is desired,
than all the opposition that could be brought to.

bear. We have long held the opinion that th
more homœopathy is opposed the stronger it
become. Give it a chance, drag it into the light
day ; if there is truth in it, it will prevail, but if 0
a phantasm, it will not stand the test of science.

TEMPERATURE IN DISEASE.

In our last issue we translated passages fr"o
French edition of Wunderlich illustrating the inXPe
tant results that may be arrived at by continu01'S
daily observations in reference to temperature O
disease ; in the present, we give translations
passages bearing on this point. Wunderlich in le
preface to the second edition of his work says, "
knowledge of the modification of temperature
disease is not only useful, but even indispensable
to the physician. In effect, i. Every norbiâ
phenomenon requires to be known, and observe
2. The temperature of the human body naY e
appreciated with precision. 3. It can neither be
simulated, nor concealed. 4. Every rapid cha
of temperature gives instant reason for believing ' o
the existence of a derangement or morbid chaOf
of some nature. 5. A certain degree of elevatio0

of temperature is an indication of the febrile state
6. The thermic increase is often proportionate to
to the degree and gravity of the disease. 7. 'l'il
mometric observation subserves to the discoee
and learning of the laws which govern the evou
tion of certain morbid forms. 8. In establish'1
the regular and normal progress of certain of the
morbid forms, thermometry facilitates or suSt
diagnosis in giving more precision and certai.
9. Thermoscopic examination indicates with 0
much promptitude as precision, the changes Vhicb
occur in the regular march of the disease.
The characteristics of temperature in the courée
a disease make known exacerbations or arge
ments. i1. Thermometry may thus control the
peutic results. 12. It is susceptible of calî1'b
attention to noxious influences which may h1
acted upon patients in the course of their ailmento.
13. It marks the transition from one morbid se
to another and notably in the period of diminutio'
14. It enables us to recognize the moment wIhe1'

cure is imminent and when it is acconplish
15. It discovers the troubles of an irregular a
imperfect convalescence. 16. It reveals also tho
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t "dency of the disease towards a fatal issue. 17. opens to physicians a way, new and inaccessible to
announces often with extreme precision the every other method of investigation, that is to say
nt when all chance of restored health is lost, the pathological study of life.

t ints out in a word a fatal prognosis." From
fe second chapter " on the end and practical utility

fedical Thermometry" we make the following HIGH TEMPERATURE.-Mr. Teale, of Scar-

t.etlation :-- It is with reason that modern borough England (Larnet,) reForts a case in which

ectiie attaches the greatest importance to ob~ the heat of the body reached the unprecedented
e phenomena, and in particular to physical temperature of 122°F. It was the case of a young

ns. Now the temperature of a patient is a part
'Jf the physical and objective signs of the disease. lady who had been thrown from a horse and had

the physical adobjete in th e dsese.tw o of her ribs fractured, and some injury to the
erome~tr.y is associated in the same order of spine. The ribs soon united, but in a short time

agnostic means as percussion, auscultation, etc., afterwards, inflammation of the spinal membranes
'14dCOnsequently all the advantages attributed to manifested itself, and the temperature began to

se valuable methods of investigation are equally to rise and in a few days marked 1 0 F., a few
aPhcable to it. But thermometry surpasses even days later i i c', and from that up to 122°. Thehese 1Yethods in that it furnishes signs that may pulse was about 120. Several different thermome-
be called ponderable ; that may be expressed and ters were used, and one which measured 122° was

in figures, and consequently an indisputable specially provided; the temperature was taken
Welnostic element, independent of the observer as both in the axilla and rectum. Ice to the spine

as Of the exercise and delicacy of his senses, and mercurial inunction were the chief remedies
af Which possesses a mathematical exactitude. resorted to. The records were made in the most

al the morbid phenomena of which the human careful manner, and every effort put forth to pre-

resiyt can be the seat there are few which can vent the possibility of error. From the above it
so sure and true an examimation. would appear that the thermal limits of vitality of

e results obtained by the thermometer, have the tissues are liable to greater variation under
Yethanother advantage over those that the other certain circumstances than is generally supposed
'ethods of exploration furnish. Whilst these to be possible.levea ob osbe
iieal to us only local modifications fixed and

arliable or scarcely susceptible of slow modifi- HARVARD STILL TO THE FROMT.-It will be

to, the mensuration of temperature permits us observed by reference to our advertising columns

of stablish ephemeral and changeable conditions that the Medical Department of Harvard University
Which the normal oscillations are, it is true, has taken another step forward. She has estab-

ng, but which, in disease presents departures lished an examination for admission, and on and

a variations relatively enormous, indications of after the year 1877 no student of medicine will be

nous Perturbations in the organism. Tempera- admitted to the classes without passing it, except

rete then is a kind of graduated ladder not only holders of degrees in arts or sciences. The school
tehable but sensible, serving to measure the inten- has attained such a degree of success that she can

Sity of niorbid processes, which as yet have mani- safely venture on this important reform in medical
fested themselves by no symptom, or at least reveal educati on.
thernselves only tardily and obscurely.

1eSides these great advantages, thermometry LIBEL SUIT.-Messrs. Cameron & McMichael
PSestes e ra datgs hroer

e yet another hich permits it to hold of this city, have been instructed to take proceed-

sPec' e. ith ings against us for libel, in publishing a letter in
t aplce in the physical means of observa-

o These in effect, apply only to the research our last issue from Dr. Lavell charging one Mr.

localQslon whist thermometry completes these Franks with forgery. The solicitors for the

atie indications in appreciating the recuper- plaintiff have shown us Mr. Franks' memorandum

ve oh book in which are written the signature of Dr.
alP enomenoh of the general state of the
ra u, thanks the numerous Lavell and those of several other medical men

shed by an exact mensuration, thermometry of Kingston, Ottawa, &c., all of which appear tc
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us to be genuine. Tbe signatures are without tuencies candidates are already in the field, whiledate, tbe book has an ancient look about it. Lt is in others nothing has been apparently done as Yet.quite likel>' that these signatures were obtained We would again press upon our friends the inPor'many earsago n T i.inay have iorgotten
the circumstance, Mr. Franks however had no
authorit>' to use Dr. Lavell's official signature as
President of the College of Physiciens and Sur-
geons of Ontario.

tance of attending to these matters without delal
We publish in another column the address of D9
Alison of omanville to the medical electors O
King's and Queen's Division. He is a strong Cao
didate, and if elected will make an able represe»'
a ve. ve nave not yet heard of any opposItio

ACTION FOR MANSLAUGHTER.-A surgeon named to his candidature. Dr. Coburn of Oshawa, the
Peacock of Nuneaton, a suburb of London, (Lancet) late representative has retired in his favour.
has been lately convicted and sentenced to six CINCHOQUININECinchoQuifl. is oflmonths imprisonment for having cut away 15 feet the most valuableaddItioins whch has been adeof intestine that protruded through a rent in the to the materia medica during the past ten raao
vagina, which occurred during the accouchment t was placed in the ands of physicians tn [869of his patient. The case was tried before Chief and thousands of practitioners in ail parts of thJustice Coleridge, and excited great interest. The continent have used it extensivel, and the te'Dr. was called to see the patient in her eleventh mony in its favor is decided and unequivocal.
confinement at half-past ten p.n., the forceps were Lt contains altbe important akaloidal princiPlused and the child was born about £2 o'clock. I cinchaline impont quininil"Aftr te brthof he hil th Dr cu aw •of bark, cinchonine, cinchonidine, quinine, quini'd'After the birth of the ciild tbe Dr. cut away me; the latter is believed to be a betteranti-peridîCsomething with a pair of scissors whicb tbe patient than quinine ; and the alkaloids acting in assoc1a'said gave ber great pain. He tben left, saying- she -tion, unquestionably produce favorable reinediecould not live. The woman died three quarters of influences which can be obtained from noan hour after he left, and the substance removed alone.
turned out to be 15 feet of intestine. The pro This aent is fast displacing quinine, as in adsecution did not allege that violence was done by dition to t its superior eficacy as a tonic and a'the forceps, but supposing spontaneous rupture to periodic, it bas the following advantages Whi'chave occurred,itwascontendedthatthesurgeon, mis- greaty increase its value to pbysicians.
taking the intestine for the cord, used great force ist. Lt exerts the full tberapeutic influence in pulling upon it and then cut it away, and that suîphate of quinine, in the same doses, withousuch treatment showed gross ignorance. It was oppressing the stomacb, creating nausea, or

contended in defence, that rupture might occur reing te stmac, cretin naue or prn-
spontaneously, and both Dr. Barnes and Dr. Clay frequently does, and it produces much less cofuttestified that the removal of the intestine would qtutional disturbance. 2nd. Lt has the great ds"diminish shock and prolong life, although they tage of b ne. 2nd. The gr adVan'
condemned the rashness of the act. The Doctor ta ebemng nearly tasteless. The bitter iebears a good character as a pupil and practitioner sligbt, and fot unpleasant to tbe most senisitih iand ow e cold avemadesuc a atalmisak'woman or child. 3rd. Lt is less costly; the priCC
and how be couid have made such a fatal mistake will fluctuate withe tbe rise and faîl of 'barks, butit is difficult to understand. The worst construc- will luctuate mithtese an b ulbaetion that can be put upon the case is, that it was an wl always be much less than the sulphate
error in judgment, and punishment, however quinine.
severe, can never prevent errors in judgment in A amet Aa a boestbe A Y-, '0positions of great difficulty. W e observe that a r aut ca î Associaton at Lois vifCe, K ,measures are about to be taken with a view to Augus at b>' Mr. Ebe rgeit Cic a i "obtain a remission of tbe sentence. wihh eidta h gn icoQiIobta n a rem ssi n ofthe. s nte ce.contained either quinine, quinidine, or cincho O'MEDICAL ELECTIos.-In about another month dine. The manufacturers, Messrs Billings, Clapp
the election of representatives to the Ontario & Co., in order to vindicate themseles have haôMedical Council will take place. In sorPe consti- several specimens analysed by some of the



chemists in the United States, the report
thhi will be found in a card published in ano-

er colurnn, from which it will appear that the
teent was without foundation in fact.

RESIGNATION OF DR. WORKMAN.-The vacancy
caused by the resignation of Dr. Workman in the

hnetiC Asylum, Toronto, is shortly to be filled.
e are, we understand, quite a number of appli-

Cat for the position, although the names of onlytwou

,t' r three have reached us at the time of writing.
11 be found no easy matter, we apprehend, to

e ure the service of one who will be able to dis-
age the duties of this important office so ably
and with such general satisfaction as did Dr.
ther Va. We feel quite certain, however, that
to vernment will endeavour, as far as possible
to etre the best man available without reference
the Political or personal considerations. Among

harnes of candidates mentioned is that of Dr.
nlace of Spencerville, and we know of no better

Pe for the position. He has had considerable
expr'ence in the old country asylums before

'O g to Canada, and if appointed he will, we
h no doubt, discharge the duties required of

a : the most satisfactory manner. He is long
east favorably known to the profession in the

ern Part of the Province, as a careful and suc-
Practitioner, and an intelligent and reliable

o We trust his friends will urge his claims
e the attention of the Government.

cei IENCE OF DEATH.-Mr. Greaves, the sedu-
ria young lady in Brockville, Ont., and Dr.

rler • Sparham, who, at the instance of the for-
trOduced an abortion causing her death, have

o been convicted, and sentenced to be hanged
the 2

te e 2 3rd of June. It is not likely that the sen-
soe Will be carried out ; but it will have a whole-
13h effect, by showing such miscreants the pun-
Whent they and otlfers like them may expect,
are they enter upoi such a wicked course. We
are 0 leased to observe that public sentiment is

tIo ore and more decided in its condemna-
Of the crimes of seduction and abortion.

q •ANOLD) AGAIN.-Dr. Arnold the notorious
in who had the benefit of a free advertisement
lito rcoluins a short time ago, has been getting
atroble With a patient in St. John, N.B. The

have not reachedus yet.
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TRINITY COLLEGE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-

We publish herewith a list of the gentlemen who
have passed their primary and final examimations in
this University. The following is the list of gentle-
men who have taken Degrees:-

M.B.-J. S. Atkinson, G. Baptie, J. C. Boullee,
A. Bray, G. H. Burnham, A. B. Cook, J. R. Clark,
E. J. Freel, T. Hobley, W. Kennedy, A. Leitch,
A. Lynd, J. C. Mitchell, C. McLarty, W. Minaker,
D. Nunan, N. A. Powell, E. W. Rae, G. S.
Ryerson, G. P. Sylvester, M. D. Stark, A. J. Sin-
clair, J. D. Wilson, J. Wishart.

M.D.- T. W. Read, A. L. McLaren.
University, Gold Medal.-C. McLarty. Uni-

versity Silver Medal.-N. A. Powell. Medical
Faculty Gold Medal.-G. P. Sylvester. Medical
Faculty Silver Medal.-M. D. Stark.

The following gentlemen have passed their"pri-
mary examination :-

W. A. Adams, W. J. Burns, T. B. ,Cosford, P.
W. S. Canning, M. L. Davis, W. J. Douglass, W.
C. Freeman, J. Fulton, W. W. Geikie, T. Heart-
well, S. McArton, R. J. McKinnon, A. McCurdy,
A. R. Pingle, J. Stalker, W. F. Strangway, W. T.
Stuart, J. P. Sivewright, J. W. Smith, A. B. Taylor,
L. Teskey.

Certificates of honour in the final branches -A.
J. Sinclair, A. Leitch, J. C. Mitchell.

Certificates of honour in the primary branches-
W. J. Douglass, J. Fulton, E. J. Freel, S. Mc-
Arton, C. W. Stuart, J. P. Sivewright, J. Stalker.

First year's scholarship-Mr. - Bonngr. Second
year's scholarship-Mr. W. T. Stuart.

Mr. McArton secures the recommendation of
the Medical Faculty to the trustees of the Toronto
General Hospital for appointment as one of the
resident hospital assistants for a year.

VIcTORIA MEDICAL SCHOOL.-The late faculty
of the above school have awarded the following
honours to their students examined by them as
associate examiners in the late examination held in
Trinity Medical School:-In Degree Examination
-Gold Medalists-Messrs. Minaker and Cook ;
equal. Honor Certificate - Mr. T. Hobley.
2nd year Scholarship-Messrs. Strangway. and
Burns ; equal. ist. year Scholarship-Mr. Jamie-
son.

APPOINTMENTS.-Hugh E. Winters, Esq., M.D.,
of Dresden, Associate Coroner for the County of
Kent. Forest Bell, Esq., M.D., of Amherstburg,
Associate Coroner for the county of Essex. Edwin
Penrose Irwin, Esq., of Newmarket, Associate
Coroner for the county of York. Robert William
Bell, Esq., M.D., of Carleton Place, Associate
Coroner for the county of Lanark. James Alexan-
der Sivewright, Esq., M.D., of Chatham, Associate
Coroner for the county of Kent. Arthur Jukes
Johnston, Esq., M.D., of Yorkville, Associate
Coroner for the County of York.

THE~ AAA \ r LA ME
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HONORS TO CANADIAN STUDENT.-We are

pleased to announce that Drs. D. B. Fraser
and W. H. Moorehouse, graduates of Trinity Medi-
cal College, Toronto, have successfully passed the
examination before the Royal College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh, and have
been admitted to membership in that body. In
the examination for the double qualification which
they passed, more than half of those who presented
themselves were rejected.

We are also pleased to state that the prizes
offered by Prof. A. B. Mott of Bellevue Medical
College, New York, of $50 and $25 each, for the
best reports of his clinique, were obtained by Dr.
A. J. Reynolds of the Toronto School of Medicine,
and Dr. N. A. Powell of Trinity Medical College,

'and were equally divided between them, their
reports being considered by Dr. Mott of equal
ment.

AMERICAN MEDICAL AssOCIATION.-The annual
meeting of the American Medical Association is to
be held in Louisville, Ky., on the 4th inst.
Invitations have been extended to many members
of the profession in Canada, and it is to be hoped
that as many as possible will endeavour to accept.
We are informed that Dr. Botsford of St. John,
N.B., President of the Canadian Medical Associa-
tion, will attend as its representative.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS ONTARIO,
PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION.-One hundred and
twenty candidates entered their names for ex-
amination. Fifty eight passed the final examination
and obtained the licence to practise. Among the
number is Mrs. J. K. Trout of Toronto; she is the
first lady who has obtained the licence to practise
Medicine in ail the branches, in Ontario.

The following is a list of those who passed their
final examination-J. R. Anderson, J. S. Atkinson,J. H. Bennett, J. R. Bratton, W. Britton, G. H.
Burnham, J. W. Byam, K. H. L. Cameron, A. B.
Carscallen, D. Cassels, J. H. Cotton, A. B. Cook,
T. Covernton, A. B. Deynard, W. E. Dingman, J.
Dorland, D. H. Dowsley, J. E. Eakins, E. J. Freel,
A. Gabourey, T. Hobley, T. G. Holmes, J. L.
Hopkins, J. Hunter, G. W. Jackes, W. H. Johnston,
W. Kennedy, J. Lane, A. Leitch, R. B. Lesslie, J.
Mattice, W. Minaker, J. C. Mitchell, S. S. Murray,J. McAlpine, J. O. McGregor, C. McLarty, A.
McPhedran, T. Ngrton, D. Nunan, E. O'Neil, H.
Park, S. Potter,a N. A. Powell, R. F. Preston, J.
Renwick, S. Richardson, W. D. Ross, A. Sanderson,
A. Sinclair, G. R. Sylvester, R. J. Trimble, Mrs. J.

K. Trout, L. Tuttle, J. White, J. D. WilsOfl,
Wishart.

The following are the names of those who Pa5
their primary examination-W. A. Adams,J
Birdsell, A. C. Bowerman, W. J. Burns, G.
Case, W. Claxton, W. J. Douglas, D. M. Fishd
W. C. Freeman, J. Fulton, W. W. Geikie, T-
Gilbert, J. L. Gracey, T. C. Greer, G. GordoD,
Heartwell, M. S. Jackson, E. Jessop, I.·
Lackner, J. B. Murphy, S. McArton, G. MCl
A. McCurdy, G. R. McDonagh, H. A. MclIlof
R. McKinnon,A. S. Ogg, A. R. Pingle, T. Po
N. D. Richards, G. S. Ryer3on, L. Secord,.
Sivewright. J. W. Smith, F. S. Snider, J.
C. L. Stevenson, O. Stevenson, W. F. Strang*'
W. T. Stuart, A. B. Taylor, R. S. Tyrrell, b.
key, J. McG. Yourex.

MARTRICULATION ExAMINATION.-The
ing gentlemen passed the Matriculation.
amination of the Council in April-S. McIlvaij,
J. M. Forbes, John D. Bonnar, J. Algie, C. She.
R. Henwood, J. W. Sharpe, J. S. Hughes,
McCrimmon.

PERSONAL.-Dr. Grant, of Ottawa, will accoI
pany his Excellency Lord Dufferin as familY Ph"
sician during his visit to Europe.

Hon. Dr. Tupper, C.B., is about to rern1ove
to Ottawa to practise his profession.

Dr. Frank H. Hamilton has resigned the chC
of Surgery in Bellevue Hospital Medical Colle6L
New York.

On the 14 th ult., at the Manse, Birkhall, C'
Lambton, the wife of Hugh Ross M. D. O
daughter.

In this city, at the residence of the brIgr.
mother, on Thursday, 15th uilt., by the Rev.,ô
Kennedy, Dr. T. J. W. Burgess to Jessie, se of
daughter of the late Colonel Macpherson,
Whitby.

At Quebec on the 2nd ult., Dr. Wherry,
the effects of an over dose of chloroform.

On the i9th ult., Jane Somerville, the wife 0
Agnew, Toronto.

On the 7th ult., at Dickinson's Landing,
of cancer, William H. Wagner, M.D.,aged 61Y

On the 21st ult., Susan Gertrude, beloved
Dr. W. E. Ledyard, aged 23 years.

** The charge for notice of Births, Marriages and
ififty cents, which should be forwarded in postage staOPP
the communication.
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PJRE COD-LIVER OIL,
Q?'nÎfatured on the Sea-Shore, by IIAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

ha niVersal demand for Cod-Liver void of color, odor, and flavor-having a
t an be depended upon as strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not

en 1 ScIentifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
Wer fet by the Medical Profession. that it ean he retained by the stomach

lre 111uced to iiundertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
are t the Fishing ,tattions. where the becone fond of it.
the Lhueht to tan(l every few hours, TU secret of making good Cod-Liver
eetiOnIvers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of the

il l. proper legree of heat: too nuch or too
s iht 's manufacturel by us on the little will seriously injure the quality.

re, with the greatest care, fron Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
4 «t < tlthy Livers. of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
h"'ldest e aid of any chenicals. by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in th

Irocess and lowest temiperature mnarketisthemake ofmanufacturerswho
the cel the Oil can be separated froin are enreless about these mnstters.

-if the Livers. It is nearly de-
rp Parker of New York, says : "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference,Prof1 fl e York sas Ihv re tne vr teunfcurrsOt sudr giveg yorh decided preerece

aYS, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says : "It is the best for foreign or domestia use."
e iYears of experimenting, the Medical Profession of Europe and Anerica, who have studied the effects of different Cod-

s, have unanimously decided the light stra w-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharrnacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
E AZA iD & 4'o. alIso cill the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonie,

~<roind in their elegant and pilatable Ferro-Phosphornied Elixir (of Onlinya nark aià conibination of the Pyrophosphate
e Ca~Plisayaînever biefore attaned, in which the ino inkiness of the Iron and astrinLeny of the Calisaya are over-

f any iniury to their active tonie principies, and blended into a, beautiful Anher-eolored Cord!al, delicious to the taste
îiT table to the m-ost delicate stoma h. Th-i preparationIs imade directly froi the ItUYAL OALItSAYA BARK, not

,it< oALRL,1S OR TilE!I SA LTS-hein unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are simply an99 0 '"inine an ront . Our Eli\r (en be depended uipon as being a truc Elixir of CaliFaya Hark with Iron. Each des-
*ul contains ieven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Birk, and two grains Pyrophospihaste of Iron.

tae Phospharted Flixir of 'nistiva Bark with Strychnin.- This preparation contains one grain of Strychrin added
' Int Of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark. greatly intensifying its tonie effect.

f--Posphorated JIixir of ('alisaya vith Bismnbth, iontaining eight grains Annonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each
oifu the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, H1AZARD & CO., CHEMISTS ANE DRUGGISTS, New York.

Inerai Waters of als.
1 rat manner, the spiings Siint-Jean, Precieuse,

4dify e Rigolette, <agdeleine, by their alkalinitv,
athe tiquids oft the abdominal organs, and comn

dRUI to them a reparatve impulse. They irîeIaIs
t itate th urinary seicrttio i utaneous perspi-

titut , b i< disagregate the tiiolculs w gi1h on -
<if y th( -ir union. gravît or cali! us of th kidnevs

b'lly I hvFr, and pirevent niphrit!ior hepatic colies.
te 0 off goutv attacks, and lssen notably thijr

th..y prevent green s itkns iv rstoring reii-
i t lts to lie oran ; they awaki nî vitii toi tion

( th1 i i ditiS and lispe<ithi -'lns of t.t
jrqepare it for gaydl sin; a dgvei he .t

ciOiimy a comfrt thaon wnvild vaLii s, ek

atora Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
Thechlid

an ieS of sodium and magnesium and bronide of
1ce Which the bitter water of Friedriclisll contains,ce$, it -,1 on :i s

legar thi-an ngSt the umort eftiiecious iii Europe, and I

be reen ., pi h a real treasuire, whose great value must
li zedt ya all who have experienced its salutary and

ef tS."

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,

Manufacturers and Importers of

SURGICAL

AND

Orthopoeilcal Instruments,

SKELETONS,

AND

A NATOMICAL

]1>Rb- PARATI ONS.

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG. The Latest Improvenents and New Inven-
tions on hand and constantly received

27eChy W ater Company, froxn our Agents in Europe.
AR4'GA.REýT SýT. REG-]E'NT ST. LONDON. An llustrated Cataloge and Price List

tur otation of all French and German Waters, Wines inOW iiin Press ;the samne will he mailed on applica
>etc. , tion to any address as so->n as finished.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIO N OE' 1874-'75.
PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1874-75 will commence on Wednesday, September 16, 1974, and continueo opg of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on speciay subjets and n iuY gl5lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the members of the Faculty. Students designing to attend the Re ctsin aereeommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter is fot required. During te Jreinary Term and didactic lectures will be given in precisely the sane number and order as in the Regular Se.uinn.THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 30th, 1874, and end about the 1st of March, 1875.

gaz<uIty:
ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Wonien and Children, and President of the College.JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FORDYCE BAREER, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. Prof. of Clinica Midwifery and Diseases of WOMI1.,

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D.,eProf. of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine. Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases 0f. Women, Diseases of InfanCY,
FRANK H• HAMILTON, M.D., LL.D., Clinical Midwifery.Prof. of Practice of Surgery with Operations and Clinical Surgery. EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.

LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Gynacology.Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,
A Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and'Clinical M(ALEXANDER B. MOtiv M.D., AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., eProf. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and SecrOeW. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., ithe Faculty.Prof. of Principles of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,Systen and Clinical Suugery. Prof. of General, Descriptive and Surgical AnatonY

R. OODEN DOREMUS, M.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

FEES FOR THE REGULÂR SESSION. .140:Fees for TicketF to all the Lectures during the Preîininary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures..................Matriculation Fee............................................. 
fDemonstrator's Ticket (including inaterial for dissection) .................................................... 10Graduation Fee............

For the Annual Circuler and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address the Secretary of theProf. AUSTIN FLINT, JR., Beilevue Hospital Medical College.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPBATES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisava

HORATIO G. KERN,
NANUrAOTÎaR or

SURGICAL AND DENTAb
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ENTIBIESHED 1837.

A emical Foo and Nutritive Toniwod again remind the MedA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~' CiitciFodadNtiieTuc Dental Profession that ho stili continues to inOfloture bis celebrated Instruments, in ail the varions br %Obl"
rfidu aISteneiut to the details of the businesS, *bI*nelegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry a Assidu o tt -five years bas afforded, hal 0Wi and Aromatics. in the form of an agreeable cor- n expersen of tndial, 2 gr#. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphateu

of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloids of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, andfifteen drop# of free Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce. - Both as; regards their quality and adaptation to the PrlooIn cases convalescing from adynamie fevers, in all condi- for wbicb they are intended, a desideratum wbich ' aIs

t

tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi- appreciated by ail wlsbing to purcbase InstrumelU,lation of food, in-nervous prostration from mental and physical are reliabie and of long and weil estabiished reputato»exertion, dissipation or ha I habits, in chlorotic or ansemicwomen, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children, AS RATORS.-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and itmay be taken for a protracted period without becoming (A new Instrument.)repugnant to the patient. Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needies, assorted.
When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the Aspirator, No. 2, i f.Pharmaopeia may be added, each fluid drachm making the Aspirater, No. 3 te 44 di64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable Nove1tIecombination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.this compound is prepsed with great care, and will be main- Ai e o f staprae a p riyted y aldhi gd tn p h Pr m nt 

aren@ reliableaan oft long andnth wellre esabise reutti.

T. B. WREELER, MONTREAL, D. C.
SOLD DY ALL DRUGGISTÎ.

iPO' Catalogues furnished on application.

HORATIO G. KEC'
Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St,, PhiladelPe'
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1875-'76.

11ODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng. ; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon Toronto

General Hospital and the Burnside Lyingin-Hospital.-1
5 9 Queen-st. West.

Prof. of Obstetrics, and Diseases of Women and Children.

8' nAUMONT, M.D. ; F.R.C.S., Eng.; Consulting J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D.; F.O.S. Lond.
r'on Toronto General Hospital. Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapentics.

Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.5.,

IiN BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Lond.; Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hos-

g. F.R.C S., Edin. ; F.O.S., Lond.; Consulting 1 pital.-144 Bay-st.
ii YSClToronto General Hospital, and Burnside Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, and Assist-

-ini-Hospital.- 2 4 Gerrard-st. East. ant Lecturer on Obstetrics, &c.

Prof. of Surgery and Clinicat Surgery. W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instructor

. GK M Fin Chemistry, College of Technology.
L GIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L,R.C.P., Prof. of Chemistry-General and. Practical.
pita'* .O.S., Lond.; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-

Cor. Gould and Yonge-sts. H. ROBERTSON, M.B.; M.R.C.S., Eng.-255 Yonge-et.

l of-f Principles and Practice of Medicine. Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.

tO, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.- J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S.. Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

ponge-st. Physician to the Hospital for Incurables. I Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Prof. 1f Physiology and Sanitary Science. A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond

VeNTON M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. Microscopy.
r of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis. C. W. R. BIGGAR, M.A.-Botany.

1e i on will commence on FRIDAY, the lt of October, 1875, and continue for Six Months. The Leoture
in' olivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respectin

0 - 4 r Fes, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given in th
announcement.
bi- M.ODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Soretary.

LECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
.FOR

MEDIqwLw1C AIL U SE.

We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

NEW YORK CITY.

Ob P BOSTON. Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
,d li. rProf. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.

lnotMD. Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.
achMD. *PHILADELPHIA.

P CRICAGO. Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Proï1q. 3 1)Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.

. 4es. Davis, M.D. D CANADA.
bdO SJewn D. Dr. Tbeo. Mack, M.D., S

ETROIT 
tharines.~ref DTROITDr. Pife Fowler, M.D., Kingot'n

A Dr. John R. Dlckson, M.i>.,
A. McGraw, M.D.

es0. Fl . NOYes, M.D.f.L eIrt B. Lon., M.D. Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-
r. ert B. Lyon s, M.D. rold.artu Connor, M.D. Aleander, M.D.,

00 ST. LOUISD Fergus.
Prof Dr. A. W olverton, M.D., Ham-

Baday, MDilton.
s. B. Johnson, .Dr. J. ulton, M.D., Toronto.

DarTohFaradic Meanufacturing Company,
»çà, 1-7 ]E ASTt 34th ST., N tharine.

ISLCBy LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and praotioal Guide for their useo.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BoSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Seconat A unual Annon nei<ut, 1875-76.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE :
CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. ROBERT T. EDES, M.D., Assistant Prof. of Materia geCALVIN ELLIS, MD., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of PhysinJOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pafiol. Anatmy. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Deinonstrator of AnatolOLIVER J. HOLMES, M.D., Profesor of Anatumy. and Instructor in Surgery.HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgerv. FREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M D., Instructor in Percus'iJOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Profossor of Mental Discases. Auscultation and L-iryngoscopy.CHARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetries J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor py Surgery.and Medical Jurisprudence. REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of patuOreFRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory gical AnatFmv.

and Practice of Medicine. THOMAS DWIGHT, Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histology'JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetries. EDW ARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chemill
DAVID W. CHEEVER, .D., Prof. of C ptcalmology. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant DemonstratorDAVID W'. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Cliniical Surgery. Anatnmy.JAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors :FRANCIS B. GREENOUG, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., on Syphilis.,GEORGFi H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, Instructor in Obstetrics.
J. ORNE GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., on Otology.JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., on Diseases of mVonen. CIARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of Childrel.CHARLES P. PIJTNAM, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of Children.
JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseaes of the Nervous Systen.
lRE plan of Study ws radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teachioet and practica l exrcises, d8tributedt oug ot the academic year. This year begins September 30, 1875, and ends 00tise last Wednesday in June, 1876; it is divided into two equal termes, with a recess of one week between them. ofiteof these two terms is more than equivalent to the former Winter Session," as regards te wmont and character 0tbinstruction. The course of instruction has been greatly enlarged, 0 as to extend over three years, and lias bel gOarranged as to carry the student progressively and systematically from one tubject fe another in ajust and natural rIn the subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, lahoratory work an largely substituted for, Oadded to, the usual methods of instruction. fo
Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the tbyears' period of study, a series of examinations on aIl tlic main subjects of medical instruction bas been distribli fthrough the whole three years; and every candidate for the degre niust pass a satisfactory examination every O 0the principal departments of medical instruction during his period of stndy.

DIVISION OF STUDIES.For the First Yar--Anatony, Physiology and General Chemistry.For the Second >'er-Medical Cbemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Theory and Practice5of Medicîo'Clinical Medicine, Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
For the Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, SurgerY sodClinical Surgery. 

biStudents are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students who began tteprofessional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanccd standing; but ail persons wbo apply for adissýion elsecond or third year's class, must pass an examination in the brand;es already pursued by the class to wich thoY eadmission. Examinations are held in the following order:-
At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry." secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, 5Surgery. 

d
Examinations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning Septemisr 27tl. Students who do no tto offer themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of tse course, for one ter or more. Any studt n'obtain, without an examination, a certificate of his period of connection with te school. tu
REQUIREMENTs FoR A DEGREE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of aget; muht ave studied medicinh trfull years, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed tise required examnations, and epresented a thesis. p
COURSE FOR GRADUATES.--For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional fc tifor pursuing clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjeets as •ay specially interet tho, tie Facult aestablisbed a course which comprises the following brancihes -- Paysioaogy, Medical C eeistry, Patholoici1 AlSurgery, Auscultati n, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Opbtbalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Sgiclis, Anebo'logical Medicine, Electro-therapeuties, Gynæcology and Obstetrics. gy yphi ber
Single branches may ho pursued, and on payment of the full fee also tie privilege of attending any of the rt-exercises of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ail othier rigts atorded ny te thersillwill be granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who nay desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this Univeyrswill be admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study in tie Graduates Coursee
FEEs.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Terin alune, $120; ftr Graduation, $30; for GradCousCourse, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120 ; and for single courses suci fees al are specified 0 tioe $ r alogue. Payment in advance. t
Members of any on# department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatihous e aDydepartment without paying additional fees.
For furthser information, or Catalogue, address

FoInandafterfoeptembero187aaangexaminatioDR.. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mass.In and after September, 1877, an examination on entranoe will be required. For particulars see Catalogue.
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DR. J. CO11S BROWNE'S 'CHLORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALiDS.
to f you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish,

'1eaand assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and
late the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that

the vllous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BaOWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave
tiarne of

CHLORODYNE,
hich is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever

Overed.
S CLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy

'dîscover.ed.
C1ILORODYNE is the best reiedy for Coughîs, Conurimption, Bronchitis, Asthma.

e ECILORODYNE efftectually clecIks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,
P, Ague.
CIILORODYNE aets like a charm in Diarrhoea, and is the only specifie in Cholera and Dysentcry.
ORLORoDYNE effetuaqlly cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.

] atoRODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothaehe,
1 gitis, &c.

Extract from indian Economist.
gubs We direct the attention of niedical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by our

Qie.>t experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in nany cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
proper l in curative power. We carînt persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is yet

en but appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child thrce days old. Were inedicalt
hirdsu to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would woik a revolution in the treatment of two-

of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."
ut Eari Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he3 had reccived a despatch fromi Her Majesty's Consul

a], la, to the effect that Choiera had been raging fearfully, and that the OiNLY renedy of any service was CIILORO-
See Loncet, Dec. 1, 1864.

Fron W. VESALIUS PETTIoREW, M.D., ion. F R.C.S., Engiand.

formerly Lectuier of Anatomny and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.
ei, u have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so effica-

5t San Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhoea, and other diseases, and am
Perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THOMAS SANDIFORD, Pasage West, Cork.
lug i Will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the miost efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-
eirs violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for

JPi1uri tPeriodical attacks of Spasm1s of a Most painful nature, and unable to ob ain relief fronm other remedies, such as
e., finds nothing so prompt inid efficacious as Chlorolyne."

Fior Dr. P>. J. BOULTON & Co., ilornicastie.
At e have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice l.tely, and look upion it as an excellent direct
uee and A tit -Spasn4die. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whlatever organ, and frot whatever cause. It

ailer 'eling of comîfort and quietude nt obtainable by any other reme>dy, and seemr>s t' tossess this great advantage
ther sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after efects."

Frmu J. C. BAKiER, Esq., -M ., Bideford.
is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PJ RACY AND DIITATIONS.
ulie ON.-The extraordinary muedical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that the

V "Id obtain the genuine., whieh bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chilorodyne."
Wlhole 'c.Chancellor Woon stated that Dr. J. C-LIAS B1oiwsnî was un.loubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the

eLe ry o" the Defepdant, FRFEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
f th Lord Chancellh-r Solborne and Lord Justice Jamies stîted that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentation

ch sMion Of Vice-Chancellor Wood.5
ists throughout the lani confirit this decisidnthat Dr. J. C. BR?)WNE was the Inventor of CILORODYNE.

in Bottles at 1 1½l., 2s 91., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the wuîmds "Dr. .î.
e S BROWÇNE'S CHILRODY oNE " n the Governrent Stamp. Overwhelming Medical
"')"y aceomipalnies each bottle.

4ANUFACTURER-J T. DAV.EN ORT, 33 GREAT RUsSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
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LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAý
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SESSION OF 1874-5.
The, Collegiate Year in this institution embraces a READING and RECITATION TERM, and a REGULA 0or LECTURES8.
The UFÂDING a ( RECITATION TERM wtll commence October 1, 1874, an close at the .mmen(ement of the Regular TerM.The RiEGuLÂR TzRM will apen March 2d, 1875, and ci -se the last week in lune follnwing. 

01
rhe Loe tLAD COLLEGE HOSPITaL was the first, in thias ountry, to unite a Hospital and a Medical School, for the Pusecuring more thorough demonstrative teaching. The P{nspital is undr.r the inîruediate control of the Regerits and cuouncil of the9wand therefore fully avallab e for ail purposes of practical intruction mR

f ver twelve thouaa d t ie ts are treated aunrually t t us instition -hece ie cliicat material is a ple. Advancedstuden

fr#e aces to thse W'arda of the Ho8pital. The practical departrueuts arf- th-refore iargely ta-:,ht at the bedglde.

For circulars, address-

SAMUEL G. ARMOR, M.D.,

F. G. OTTO & SONS,
(LATE OTTO & REYNDERS.)

64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW VORK,
Manufacturera and Importera of

SURGICAL AND ORTHIOPeDICAL INSTRUMP
EPVERY apparatus for Local Ansesthesia and for Atomisation of 1

" Laryngoscopes, Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic $YloSplints for Hip-Joint Disease, Skeletons, Trusses, Elastic Stockingsfnaria Digitata, Uterine Tente, Axill«i Thermometers. Biegel's Inhal

The latest improvements and new inventions on hand and r00constantly from our agents in Eurrope

SPECIALTY!!!
ANATOMICAL MODELS & OSTEOLOGICAL PREPARATIO$

SKELETONS,

SKULLS (Adult and Fœtal),

PATHOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS,

ANATOMICAL CHARTS,

MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS AND INSTRUMENTS,

CHROMOS FOR OFFICE AND PARLOR.

PATENT MEDICINE CASES.Inquiries promptly answered, and Catalogues sent. Address,

FIT PRIZI FeR ARTIFIGUL M»Il
AND

SURGICAI APPLIANCES.A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for ParalYs'sjoint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS'

16 King Street East, Toro

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 8

es shave much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenexcellence of workmauship shown in NIr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with thosetured in any part of the world. PP s . ey wier c ronth those
JAMES Hl. RICH ARDSON, M.D., University ofTqronto, MRCS n
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WIIOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

14kh* f0llowing prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject te

qiIUI4 uctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price

.. inluIudes the bottle. A9 Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to May lst, 187'.

OR MARTINS COW-POX VIBUS ASSISTANTS WANTED,
SITUATION

"Mytely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Viru PRAO

S WANTED,

TICES FOR SALE,

Obtained by the method of One Dollar each insertion.

Er% I ANIMAT. VACCINATION,
toted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the

l ase of Spoutaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
b1 %'and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

%%o th r A. Martin, with virus and autograph isrcin
A.St ad Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is b far MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

rtest and most perfect in the world. CRITICISM AND NEWS.
'IVORY "'LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF

10 ......... .......... $2.0o. The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest
....... ....... .......... .OST CARFU Y and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

?tMARY CRUSTS (80ABS), MOST CAREFULLY isedpopyonhe stfechmn .

SELECTED.................$5.00. l ed prompUy on the of each month.

t ,i SubscriptioB $3 per anBRm In advance. Single
19 to ls fully warranted efficient. It will be acked

ao,~ihUperfect safety by mail. Full directions for use c0pie8 30 cents, for Sale by
hr0 1u a h aopags 3e0taue mentt forooalay

yodr e1 ach package. Remittances muet accompany
Sfe delivery of Virus insured.

RHENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass,

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, ToRONTO.

Ail Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON, M.D.,
Manager, Toronto.

oz. 0 07 lodine, resub .............. OZ. 0 75 Rad. Rhei. pulvs....... .. .. 2b 00

.h. Ar.. 8 . bot 20 Jalapin. " 1 75 Santonine ................. oz 0 65
y cA.. ............ O 2 Lin S n............8 oz. bot. 0 24 Soda Bicarb. .... .......... lb 0 20
. lb O 25 Liq.Ammon.................. . 0 17 " Potass. Tart .. ....... 0 8

ce , Nit 8o. 0 22 " Arsen ........ . . Spir. Camphor.. ... .... 8 oz. bot 0 24
0 88 " Bismuth ... ............. ".0 45 ' Ammon. Co. 0 24

p C '< 0 28 "i Donovan 0 28 Syr. Aurant .. 0 20
.Pt. Tart."... ....... .. OI1Se6..0 ' C i .............. . 0 0

C it, fu." 1 80 " Potassa................ 0 17

o b..... 8 bot. 0 68 Mist. Ferri Co............ 8 oz. bot. 0 2 " Phos. Co 065
oz. 0 85 Morph. Sul. ............... 6 00 Hypophos 0 45

. 0 30 Mur...... .. ......-- ." 00 « " Phosph..Co .. 0 40
0lydrate 0 15 01. Crotonis................ " 0 " Senega 0 30
0 15 « Jecoris Asselli.......... lb. 0 25 "i Scill .... ............ 0 20

lb. 1 40 " Olivæ Opt...............".. 80 Tinct. Aconit 0 24
oz 0 60 Opium....Arnica.......... . 0 24

ozI . 01 O um............... .. 100 " Calumb . 020

lb. 1 25 Pil. Aloes ............... gross. 80 " Camph. . 0 20

e. 0 20 " et Ferri.......... 0 30 " Cardam. Co .......... 0 24

oz. 0 12 " " Myr.............. 0 88 " Catechu .............. " 0 20

tn Co 0 05 " Assafsetid.............. " 00 " Cinchon Co 0 24

A .0 20 " Cath. Co., U. S.. 045 " Colch. Sem.. . 0 20: ....... Ac 0830 lb' 0 20
.AngCo .. Hydrarg, Mass ........ b. 1 76 Digital ............. 20

0 75 " Subchlor. Co. gros, 0 30 0 Ergot.0............ .. o0

0to a07 " Rhei. Co............. .085 " Ferri Perchlor........." 0 18
0 50 " Podophyllin, Co........ " 0 40 " Gentian Co. 20

0 30 Plumbi Acet............... b 0 25 1 " Hyosciam............. 0 20
« • Alo 0 90 Potass. Acet................ " 0 60 lodine .. .............. 075

40" a " ". 1 10 " Bicarb .............. " 0 85 " Nucis Vom............ 0 24

.pul - I1 Brom0d........ 1i. " 0 68

lb pulv.......... b 0 80 " Bold............. .".600 " Reli . .' 0 80

etur.i. .. O. 012 Pulv. Creta Co..... .. 0 75 " Valer... .". 0 20

CW Cit.......... dz 065 Ct Co . 1 00 " Verat Vir ........... oz. 0 25
.......... 18 Ipecac ................ 800 UnF. Hyd. Nit ........... ib. 0 70

0'............r" 0 1 a. Co ............. n 0

. .. .. .. .Jalapa . . 2 00 Vin. Ipecac... .. ...... . bot. 0 0
0 a12 QuinS Sr..... . "O..15 Jal.... oz. 2 65 " Antim................. " 0 24

5 COrtment of Trusses Shouldr Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant

'>"llble Vaccine-8cabs, 2 H alf -Scabs, 81. Esmarch's Tourniquet, 84.30. Enemas from .76c.



The Baning Tmss ad Brace
New

Fig. 1o. 18.

Inproved Revolving
SPINAL PROP.

Fig. No. 19.

SPINAL PROP
APPLIED.
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Improved Centrrtal

SPINTAL LEV51'ý

Unrivalled fi the treatment of
Angular Curvfature, gives no pain,
restrains no imotion, and makes no
show th.ugh the dress.

12.

c
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Fig. No. 7.

Banning Truss & Brace Co's.
s Y"ST i M

OF

MECHANICAL SUPPORT
UTas the unqualified endorsement of over five! lousand of the leading medical men of thiscor- .d Europe, and lias been adopted by
the.i .' their practice.

PRACTITIONERS
Report to the Medical Journals and to us thatcases of

SPINAL DEFORMITIES
I ANDI .T The above cut represent0

E abIove.( cu It eprerts BA-r IMPRovED ABDOMINAL eUFI>o"w
NXNG's No-FRI T I NT ! J UT- I M removing visceral weight,

G BnACL Tl..L aplied o th. 'which have go- throughi the whole catalogue of ecting the trncal bearING'retentLion~ of inguinah forl other Spinal Propi, Corsets,Abdominal Sup. > Ittacmn BANNINE sand umbIiicalt iun-i1a Ets ui otr n esreEBIFURoATED UTEBINE ýkathprters and P ssarmes,; in supportiné the vaginal UadÉlit oin n O w . YI ELD READI LY on each side, thug, while el .
, Yt, CC, 1,; TO the vagina, restoring the
abstuy, a NoaF 'T Our System of tlpptoatto ernormal pos i

BANNiNG TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th St.
No other -flPee or Address. • Send for Descriptive Pamph tN. B.-The numbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List NOS.

CO.


